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ABSTRACT
Prabhala, Sasanka. Ph.D., Department of Biomedical, Industrial, and Human Factors
Engineering, Wright State University, 2007.
Designing Computer Agents with Personalities to Improve Human-Machine
Collaboration in Complex Systems.
The dynamic nature of complex systems and the overwhelming amount of data
that must be handled by human operators requires the development of smart systems that
augment human capabilities. For these systems human-agent collaboration is part of the
system dynamic. Unfortunately the computer agent is not typically perceived by the
human operator as a collaborative team member.
This research addressed the key question of how to develop and evaluate
computer agents with personality to enhance human-machine collaboration. To move
towards this goal three research objectives were established: (1) develop agents with
personality, (2) validate that humans perceive these agents as having a personality, and
(3) evaluate if agents with personality enhance human-machine collaboration.
Experimentation and development was carried out in three phases: Phase I:
Identify actions, language, and/or behaviors that signify personality traits within a well
known personality model (Big Five Factor). Participants rated personality traits and
identified actions, language and behaviors that gave them their impressions. Phase II:
Model agents in a multimodal environment and validate the personalities. Actions,
language and behaviors were modeled into computer agents via visual, auditory, and
tactile output supporting a uninhabited combat aerial vehicle (UCAV) military mission.
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Phase III: Empirically evaluate human-machine collaboration performance when using
agents in a complex semi-autonomous UCAV mission.
Empirical results indicated that humans were able to identify and perceive
significant actions, language, and/or behaviors associated with the computer agent
personalities modeled. In addition, human performance (overall simulation score) was
significantly greater when interacting with agents having a personality versus an agent
with no personality.
This research has made a significant contribution to the field of human-machine
collaboration by (a) outlining a systematic approach based on modern personality theory
for developing computer agents with personality and incorporating personality theory
into model development, (b) developing a foundation for an agent personality model by
providing methods to capture actions, language, and behaviors that can be used in agent
models, (c) identifying significant personality traits that can be modeled in the context of
collaboration/teamwork, (d) evaluating whether computer agents that communicate
personality via multimodal inputs provide users with perception of personality.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Many of the systems that surround us for defense, transportation, manufacturing
and business operations are complex in nature. Complex systems are characterized by
uncertainty, ambiguity, ill-defined goals, dynamically changing conditions, subject to
distractions and time pressures (Donnelly, Noyes, and Johnson, 1997; Worm, 2000).
These complex systems can generate huge amounts of data that must be fused, integrated,
and analyzed by the human operators during the decision making process. An example of
a complex system is the supervisory control of unmanned combat aerial vehicles (UCAV)
in a suppression of enemy air defenses (SEAD) mission. Operators have many
responsibilities such as multiple UCAV coordination, handling multiple targets,
monitoring target areas, detecting targets, identifying targets, planning routes, destroying
targets, and timely returning UCAVs to base. Such responsibilities include supervisory
control during normal operations, making minor adjustments when necessary, and
overriding automated systems when abnormal situations occur (Moiser and Skitka, 1996).
Successful completion of the system goals and/or missions depends on an operator’s
ability to perform the manual and cognitive task(s) as well as maintain awareness of the
automated task(s). The dynamic nature of complex systems and the overwhelming
amount of data that must be handled by human operators makes automation a critical
factor in planning, decision-making, and execution.
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1.1.

The Problem

Automation is defined as a method in which operations are done automatically.
Tyler (1999) defines automation as a tool that the human operator uses to perform some
task that would be difficult or impossible without machine aiding. The use of automation
brings along several advantages (Bruemmer, Marble, and Dudenhoeffer, 2002) that range
across many levels and depend on the environment and the task at hand. Mosier and
Skitka (1996) suggested that the use of automation will improve human-machine
interaction by (a) displaying or highlighting raw data that needs to be attended to, (b)
providing system monitoring and alert signals, (c) displaying trends and the results of
diagnosis with confidence information, (d) displaying potential predicted consequences
for a particular course of action, (e) providing wrong decision protection, and (f)
providing action directive.
Bainbridge (1983), in describing the ironies of automation, pointed out that
automation can also fail in many ways. First, automation can fail to produce a response or
a signal message. Second, automation may have a low accuracy as the technology
themselves are limited in their capabilities due to over simplification of the underlying
decision making models (Cook, and Corbridge, 2000). Third, automation may work
perfectly but fail to respond at the right time. There are many operator biases that are
associated with automation such as anchoring bias, availability heuristic bias, salience
bias, assimilation bias, and confirmation bias (Mosier and Skitka, 1996).
Mosier and Skitka (1996) have also found evidence that human operators have
faulty mental models of how automation aids reason, of the automation functions, and
what tasks automation can and cannot perform. Automated systems, by nature of their
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complexity, challenge the higher levels of situational awareness (comprehension and
projection) during ongoing systems operations (Endsley, 1996). Though the introduction
of automation may improve overall performance by reducing workload and human error,
it also brings new problems such as trust biases, vigilance decrements, skill degradation,
and loss of awareness (Endsley and Garland, 2000; Mooij and Corker, 2002). These
problems can usually be associated with one or more of the three basic limiting factors of
automation: opacity or transparency (ability to be understood by the humans), literalism
(automation does what it’s told), and brittleness (automation is useful in only
predetermined situations). Other problems associated with automation are perceived
animacy (Sarter and Woods, 1994) and automation surprises (Sarter, 1997). Perceived
animacy is defined as the change in the system behavior to achieve a desired goal (e.g.,
maintain proper altitude) without requesting controllers permission. Automation surprises
occur because automation takes an action that was unexpected or fails to take an action
when needed. Apart from these problems the availability of automation may result in
human controllers taking the path of least cognitive effort in making decisions thereby
inducing human error into the systems.
A control shortcoming coupled with automated systems has been dubbed the
“out-of-the-loop performance problem”. When acting as monitors of an automated
system, controllers are often slow in detecting problems that necessitates their
intervention. Once detected, additional time is needed to determine the state of the system
and sufficiently understand what is happening in order to be able to act in an appropriate
manner. The extra time associated with performing these steps can be critical, prohibiting
performance of the very activities the human is present to handle. The result ranges from
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a slight delay in human performance to catastrophic failures with major consequences
(Endsley, 1996).
To address the problems of automation the concept of human-centered automation
arose in which the human is seen as an important element of the system to monitor the
subsystems and make decisions (Scott, Lesh, and Klau, 2002). With the advent of humancentered automation the role of the human controller changed from an active controller to
that of an active supervisory controller responsible to ensure a safe outcome following
unforeseen circumstances (Whitlow, Dorneich, Funk, and Miller, 2002). Therefore,
allocation of tasks between humans and machines requires clear understanding of the
capabilities of the humans and machines, due to the limitations of the human information
processing (Mouloua, Gilson, and Hancock, 2003). As discussed by Meyer, Feinshreiber,
and Parmet (2003) automation does not exist in an all-or-none fashion. Several
researchers (Sheridan, 1980; Endsley, 1987) proposed different levels of automation
depending upon the role of the humans in human-centered automation (Table 1).
Attempts to assess human performance in complex systems have been limited for
the most part to the influence of levels of automation. Other attempts to evaluate human
performance have suggested focusing on psychophysiological measures (Kramer, Trejo,
and Humphrey 1996; Pope, Bogart, and Bartolome, 1995), performance measures
(Kaber, Printzel, Clamann, and Wright, 2002), mission analysis (Scerbo, 1996), dynamic
workload assessment (Wickens, Lee, Liu, and Becker, 2004), and implicit situational
awareness assessment (Sarter and Woods, 1995). These previous studies along with
automation research have provided a useful framework for understanding and modeling
human-computer interactions. However, due to the complexity of the problem,
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contradictory findings, variety of tasks that need to be performed, and lack of design
recommendations most of the studies that have been conducted over the past 30 years
investigating how automation affects human performance show results that are often
contradictory (Lucas, Gallimore, and Prabhala, 2001).
Table 1: Levels of automation.
Reference
Sheridan
(1980)

Endsley
(1987)

Levels of automation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The computer offers no assistance; the human must do it all.
The computer offers a complete set of action alternatives, and
Narrows the selection down to a few, or
Suggests one, and
Executes that suggestion if the human approves, or
Allows the human a restricted time to veto before automatic
execution, or
7. Executes automatically, then necessarily informs the human, or
8. Informs him or her after execution only if he or she asks, or
9. Informs him or her after execution if it, the computer, decides to
10. The computer decides everything and acts autonomously,
ignoring the human
1. Manual control – the human operator has to do it all without the
help or assistance from the machine
2. Decision support – the human operator takes the decisions with
recommendations by the system
3. Consensual AI – the machine takes the decisions and implements
these decisions only if the human operator wants
4. Monitored AI – the machine takes the decisions and implements
these decisions unless vetoed by the human operator
5. Full automation – the machine does it all without the help or
assistance from human controller

Many of the problems between the human operator and the automated
components in complex systems arise due to incomplete or inappropriate understanding
of each systems (humans and automation) capabilities, goals, and expectations. This can
be attributed to the fact that automated systems are not designed to take into
consideration the heuristics and biases of the human operators in solving a problem. In
addition, the human operator does not take into account the reasoning and the reliability
5

of automation. Due to false conceptions of reliability, human operators tend to show
biases in situations where the system is highly machine oriented, such as power plants or
aircraft, rather than less machine oriented systems such as dating services, advice, and
stock analysis (Mosier and Skitka, 1996).
Introducing automation to human operator turns the system into a collaborative
system. Collaborative systems by their nature disperse system knowledge and awareness
among collaborative members. The human operator must work with the automated
components to complete a task or to meet the goal of the system. Working with
automation however is much like working with a partner in which you have limited
interaction capabilities. For instance, you may only ask the partner pre-selected questions.
The partner can only express its ‘thoughts’ via pre-selected media and formats.
Rephrasing an answer or statement of information is usually not an option. Data must be
translated into information that is relevant to the user's current needs. The user must
remember how and why the automation acts or reacts to situations based on training and
system use.
A proper understanding of the automated tools is essential in order to tackle the
above stated problems. Therefore, questions to be addressed are: (a) how should the
human operator and the automated portion of the human-computer system communicate
information, strategies, and commands to each other?, and (b) what kinds of
interdependencies exist between humans and machines? There is clearly a need for
designing automated systems as collaborative systems that more closely resemble humanto-human collaboration. Human collaboration is affected by human personality and it is
possible that creating machines or intelligent agents with personality could enhance
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human-machine collaboration. The purpose of this research is to investigate the
development of computer agents with personalities.
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2.

SIGNIFICANCE AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE RESEARCH

The process of incorporating personality into computer agents is known as
personality modeling or personification. According to Kshirsagar (2002) personification
of computer agents is sub-divided into: physical personification (relates to the appearance
of the agent), expressional personification (relates to the animation of the agent), logical
personifications (relates to the response generation of the agent), and emotional
personification (relates to personality and emotions of the agent). Advancement in
computing technology paved the way to numerous commercial 3D modeling tools such
as Facial Studio, ViacomTM, MPEG-4 Facial Animation system, Voice-O-Metric,
Lafayette’s DataLab2000, and expert systems that can be employed to incorporate
physical, expressional, and logical personification. However, there are no such tools
available to model computer agents with emotions and personification (personality).
While investigating development of computer agents with personality it was
found that in most cases personality was described by the way a virtual agent looked
(facial features), what clothes they wore and via stereotypical verbal responses. The book
titled “Creating Personalities for Synthetic Actors: Towards Autonomous Personality
Agents” by Trappl and Petta (1997) described developing personalities in just these ways.
An overview of the state-of-the-art emerging technologies in the broad area of affective
computing (computing that relates to, arises from, and deliberately influences emotions),
Hudlicka (2005) observed that emotion sensing, recognition, and expression by machines
is very constrained due to theoretical and practical limitations.
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The need for research and development for computer agents that include human
behavioral modeling (HBM) has been noted by many researchers primarily within the
domain of simulation to create more realistic virtual agents to be used in training
situations for warfare and games (Rizzo, Veloso, Miceli, and Cesta, 1997; Silverman,
Might, Dubois, Shin, Johns, and Weaver, 2001; Silverman, Cornwell, and O’Brien, 2003;
and Wray and Laird, 2003). Hayes-Roth and Doyle (1998) described these computer
agents that act and behave more like humans by a variety of terms such as
anthropomorphic agents, avatars, believable agents, virtual agents, bots, and synthetic
actors. HBM refers to computer agents that mimic either the behavior of a single human
or the collective actions of a team of humans (Pew and Mavor, 1998). Harmon (2002)
proposed a taxonomy of HBM requirements examining the operational requirements
documents (ORDs) of various military simulation programs and user workshops
sponsored by Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DSMO). The taxonomy
classifies HBM requirements into (a) Non-Cognitive Factors, (b) Cognitive Capabilities,
and (c) Application Functions. Non-Cognitive Factors relates to physical and
psychological factors associated with the human body and mind. Cognitive Capabilities
relates to situational awareness, planning and execution. Application Functions relates to
application specific tasks under consideration. The top-level branch of Non-Cognitive
Factor splits further into four factors including emotional responses but with limited
scope. The taxonomy failed to address the importance of personality in the computerbased models that can impersonate human behavior.
Silverman et al. (2001) pointed out the need to capture individual differences and
described the difficulties in extracting behavior modifiers from the behavioral research.
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Wray and Laird (2003) pointed out the importance of capturing and encoding human
variability in HBMs for military simulations. These issues can be addressed by modeling
computer agents with personality as personality is an important factor through which
humans differ with respect to one another.
In order to make the computer agents more lifelike, it is important to incorporate
behavioral patterns into these agents. Behavioral patterns are highly affected by
personality and emotional modeling. Research into emotional literature suggests that
there are 6 basic emotions namely: joy, sadness, frustration, anger, fear, and anxiety
(Ortony and Turner, 1990; Ekman, 1999; Hudlicka, 2004). There are numerous
architectures to model these basic emotions. For example, the simulated virtual human at
Sandia National Laboratory displays a range of emotions such as pleasure, dysphoria,
anxiety-fear, anger, distrust, and surprise (Forsythe and Xavier, 2002). Shortcomings of
these architectures are they do not support incorporating secondary emotions such as
jealousy, pride, hope, and gratitude into agents. Personality modeling can ameliorate
these problems as personality and emotions are strongly linked. The central trait
Emotional Stability vs Neuroticism is a trait that is highly linked to emotions. The
subtraits in this central trait are anxiety, anger, depression, self-consciousness,
immoderation and vulnerability. Likewise, Sympathy under the Agreeableness central
trait and Cheerfulness under the Extroversion central trait correspond to emotions of
happiness or joy.
Although, it is evident from our everyday experiences that personality is one
factor in why we assign some kinds of work to some people and not the others; there
exists little knowledge for the appropriate use of personality models in the development
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of computer agents. Humans have different personalities and it is not unlikely that these
differences result in the need for team members that have personalities that enhance the
team as a whole. For example, if all members of a team trying to solve a problem are
considered introverts, than it may be difficult for that team to come up with solutions to
problems as the members may not express their ideas. Creating computer agents with
personalities may enhance the human-machine collaboration because the agent can
provide the human participant input and communication in a way that works well with
the human’s personality.
Hence, there is clearly a need for the development of computer agents with
personalities. This research outlined a systematic approach based on modern personality
theory for developing computer agents with personality and incorporating personality
theory into model development. This research made a number of contributions to the field
of human-machine collaboration. Potential benefits included:
1. Developed foundation for an agent personality model by providing methods to
capture actions, language, and behaviors that can be used in agent models.
2. Identified significant personality traits that can be modeled in the context of
collaboration/teamwork.
3. Evaluated whether computer agents that communicate personality via multimodal
inputs provide users with perception of personality dimensions.
4. Evaluated the effects of agent personality on the performance of the human-computer
systems via multimodal output (tactile, audio, and visual).
5. Provides empirical data that allowed meaningful and quantifiable comparisons with
subjective measures (e.g. correlations).
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6. Results that can be used as a first step in establishment of a set of guidelines to
support human-machine collaboration.
7. Findings that can be used to facilitate more complex human behavioral models
(HBM) for simulation systems.
2.1.

Broader Impacts

In addition to the benefits of improving human computer collaboration in
complex semi-autonomous systems, personalizing agents may improve human computer
interaction in other personal computing technologies and in the use of internet.
Corporations that use web-based sales may have more repeat customers if the users
believe they are interacting on a more personal level in order to achieve their desired
goals. Computer agents that are more “human like” will improve training simulations
such as those used in military training and may also provide more positive perceptions
(trust) of the computer systems. Computerized learning systems for students in K-12 can
be designed with personalities that are matched to student needs and may help increase
student potential. Computer agents with personalities may also help move toward the
goal of ubiquitous computing, where the interaction between humans and systems is
seamless. This may result in more people using the computer based systems because they
will be easier to use.
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3.

RESEARCH BACKGROUND
3.1.

Collaboration

3.1.1. Human-Human Collaboration
Collaboration or cooperation is said to exist between two agents (human-human
or human-machine) if they work together in a common environment to effectively
achieve a common goal. Collaboration is also defined as an act of managing
interdependencies between activities performed by two or more agents to achieve a
common goal (Malone and Crowston, 1990). Hoc (2001) stated that collaboration exists
between two or more agents if and only if the conditions of interference management
(difference in their understanding of the goals) and facilitation management
(identification and helping of other agent’s activity) are satisfied. These definitions
emphasize that both task work (work that agents must do to fulfill their individual roles
and responsibilities within a team) and teamwork (work that agents must do together in a
team environment) are essential for effective collaboration.
In addition, Jones and Jacobs (2000) described three ways agents collaborate as
augmentative (one agent cannot do the task alone), integrative (task requires integration
of different techniques) and debative (task requires debate among multiple perspectives).
Also, Baker and Salas (1992) noted that collaboration among agents is critical as present
day task demands exceed the capabilities of a single individual agent. Hence, there is a
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need to identify and study the characteristics that facilitate teamwork or collaboration
among agents.
A study conducted by Smith-Jentsch, Zeisig, Acton, and McPherson (1998)
identified four characteristics that facilitate teamwork. They are: (a) information
exchange – passing information and situation updates to the appropriate team member
before having to be asked, (b) initiative – stating clear and appropriate priorities and
enabling team members to perform their tasks effectively, (c) supportive – monitoring
team member’s errors and providing backup promptly, and (d) communication –
providing complete reports of internal and external events or team relevance to team
members. Another study conducted by Lemoine and Debernard (2002) also showed that
it is essential to understand the know-how and know-how-to-cooperate between agents to
build a common workspace where each agent is able to take into account the activity of
the other agent. The know-how deals with the individual model of the agent from
information gathering to action and the know-how-to-cooperate deals with agent
interaction with other agents to support collaboration.
Furthermore, research on teamwork in complex systems (Baker and Salas, 1992;
Cannon-Bowers and Salas, 1998; Hoc, 2001) indicates that good teams should have the
following characteristics: “(a) effective communication, (b) shared mental model of the
system, (c) converge on decisions reached by consensus, (d) evaluate itself regularly and
adapt to changes in the system, (e) take actions to solve problems, (f) anticipate others
actions and needs, (g) leadership changes within the team, no power struggle, (h) clear
objectives, (i) assignments are clear and accepted, and (j) exchange of information”.
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3.1.2. Human-Machine Collaboration
Humans and machines have strengths and limitations (Table 2). On one hand,
humans are flexible and adaptable in thinking, motion, and behavior whereas machines
are superior in speed, accuracy, and in memorization. When humans and machines
collaborate to achieve a common goal, in addition to bringing their strengths they should
also possess the characteristics that facilitate effective teamwork.
Most of the previous studies as well as the current research in the field of
collaboration focus primarily on human-human collaboration rather than on humanmachine collaboration. Therefore, there is a need to study human-machine collaboration
for effective decision-making. Studying effective collaboration techniques between
humans and machines will lead to better understanding of human constraints for the use
of automation tools and also help in understanding the behavior of humans in performing
both individual tasks as well as team tasks.
With respect to human-machine interaction in many current autonomous systems,
the machine acts as subordinate taking commands from a human operator. Sharing goals
between humans and machines is a critical factor in the success of human-machine
systems. Hence, computer agents should be designed to participate in the completion of
the overall goal. Goal sharing between humans and machines can be done as requestbased (agents directly communicate their goals to each other), inference-based (agents
infer goals from others behavior), and structurally-based (the structure of the environment
affords cooperation) (Jones and Jacobs, 2000). Therefore, it is essential for both the
agents to quickly and accurately predict the actions in response to stimuli from the
environment. Entin and Serfaty (1999) observed that for humans and machines to
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collaborate well, it is essential to have a shared mental model in addition to sharing goals.
Results of their experiment showed that both humans and machines had a shared mental
model when frequent situational update reports about the state of the system where given.
A shared mental model between humans and machines helps in understanding the
situation, the resources, other team member’s role and needs and also facilitates team
planning.
Table 2: Strengths and weakness of humans and machines [Murata, 2000].
Strengths
•
•
Humans
•
•
•
•
Machines
•
•

Limitations

Superior in ability and
flexibility of thought
Superior in pattern
recognition and feature
extraction
Can detect subtle changes in
environments
Can communicate easily
with each other
Superior in speed, accuracy,
and in memorization
Suitable for repeated and
monotonous tasks
Reliable in performing a
given task
Can operate under extreme
environment

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inferior in speed, accuracy, and
in memorization
Weak in repeated and
monotonous tasks
Reliability varies depending on
mental and arousal states
Cannot operate under extreme
environments
Lack in ability and flexibility of
thought
Not good at pattern recognition
and feature extraction
Can do nothing to events which
are not predicted to occur
Communicate with humans only
by a limited mean

An issue that needs to be addressed is how to prevent decision-making conflict
between two agents. To answer this question Millot and Lemoine (1998) studied two
decision making structures namely vertical (hierarchical) and horizontal (heterarchical).
In the vertical structure also known as know-how of agents, agent1 (human) is at the
upper level of hierarchy and is responsible for all the decisions and calls for agent2
(machine) which will supply advice. In the horizontal structure also known as know-how16

to-cooperate, both the agents are at the same hierarchical level thereby managing tasks
that are independent and interfering with the other agent’s tasks if the situation arises.
The experiment was carried in an air traffic controller (ATC) domain. The goal of the
ATC is to monitor and control the aircraft such that the aircraft cross the airspace with
maximum safety. In order to accomplish this task an agent decision support system was
built to help the ATC. The study showed that human-machine collaboration was best
defined by the horizontal structure.
The actions of the machines should also be credible for effective collaboration to
exist (Fogg and Tseng, 1999). Credibility is defined as believability. The overall
credibility of the machine can be sub-divided into: device credibility (relates to the
physical aspect of the machine), interface credibility (relates to the display as well as the
interaction experience of the machine), functional credibility (relates to what the machine
does and how is it doing it), and information credibility (relates to how believable the
information is). Muir (1987) observed humans rely more on machines if the machines’
actions are predictable and dependable or in other words the actions of the machines are
viewed credible by humans. Reeves and Nass (1996) observed that just like a person’s
title denotes expertise such as Dr. or Professor, labeling machines as specialists enhances
the overall credibility of the machines. Also, research conducted by Nass, Fog, and Moon
(1996) observed that humans believe machine information as credible based on
similarity-attraction theory (attracted more to agents that match their personalities than
those that do not match with their personalities).
According to Lee and Nass (2003) it is essential to influence the human operator’s
physical presence as well as social presence in the system for effective human-machine
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collaboration. Social presence is defined as generating feelings of presence in a system
where other intelligent agents exist for interaction even though those agents are nonhuman. They also observed that social presence could be enhanced through similarityattraction theory and consistency-attraction theory (agents that behave consistently which
leads to predictability and thereby leading to reduced workload). The study consisted of
matching human personality (extravert vs introvert) with the computer voice personality
by manipulating parameters such as pitch range, speed rate, and fundamental frequency
to be an extravert or an introvert.
A study conducted by Nass, Moon, Fogg, Reeves, and Dryer (1995) observed that
human operator’s social presence can be enhanced by changing machine personalities to
resemble human personalities using a minimal set of cues, and humans responded to
these machines (assignment of human attitudes, intentions, and motives to non-human
agents) in the same way humans respond to similar humans according to the similarityattraction theory. The approach to this experiment was based on Computers are Social
Actors or CASA paradigm (Nass, Steuer, Tauber, and Reeder, 1993), which states that
the social rules guiding the human-human interactions can be applied to human-machine
interactions. The study consisted of matching human personality (extravert vs introvert)
with computer text personality by manipulating parameters such as phrasing of the text
displayed by the computer, confidence level expressed by the computer, order or
interaction, and name given to the computer to be an extravert or an introvert.
A study conducted by Nass, Steuer, and Tauber (1994) showed that social bonds
between humans and machines increased when humans and machines were “teamed” as
in the case of human-human interaction. The study consisted of manipulating perception
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of the team by: (a) having participants interact with computer identified by team’s name.
For example, participants that were part of a blue team would interact with a teammate
called blue computer, and (b) having participants receive the same evaluation as that of
the computer they interacted with, in a desert survival problem scenario (rank 12 things
most needed in order of importance for survival in desert). They observed that when
humans were teamed with computers they gave the computer high marks for performance
compared to individuals who acted alone. They also observed that, humans as teammate
co-operated more and exchanged more information, than individuals interacting with
computers who were evaluated based on their own work (i.e., not based on computer
work or input).
Hoc (2001) mentioned that human-machine collaboration in complex systems can
be enhanced not only through exclusive improvements in the user interface designs or
through the use of expert systems alone but by addressing the cognitive and social aspects
of human-human collaboration to study human-machine collaboration.
These studies suggest that social rules governing human-human interaction can be
applied to human-machine interactions with potential benefits. However, one would
argue that most of these studies have limited scope (focusing on only one aspect of the
personality traits) with respect to human-machine interaction and have not been attacking
the problem with the intention of studying the affects of personality traits on humanmachine collaboration. Important questions that need to be answered are 1) is
collaboration more effective if the machine agent is given personality? and 2) how do we
make human-machine communication more similar to human-human communication? In
other words how do we model factors such as personality, facial expression, posture,
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nonverbal cues, direction of gaze, and vocal cues that contribute to the degree of social
presence in a face-to-face communication in humans between humans and machines?
Therefore, this research focuses on techniques for creating and studying agent
personalities and their affects on human collaborative performance.
3.2.

Personality

According to Webster Dictionary, personality is defined as “the complex of
characteristics that distinguishes an individual’s behavior and emotional characteristics
from one another”. Nass, et al. (1995) defined personality as providing a systematic
account of the ways in which individuals differ from one another. Hence, the need to
classify these tendencies of individuals to feel or behave in a certain ways into organized
models led to the study of personality theories or personality models.
According to Winter and Barenbaum (1999) personality models are classified into
four classes: motivational models, cognition models, social context models, and trait
models.
•

Motivational models: The goal of motivational models is to find the behavior
patterns that orient towards a goal in response to circumstances, incentives, and
opportunities. There are two types of motivational models: specific motive
models and motivational structure models. Specific motive models are based on a
specific objective. For example, research has focused on a person’s need to
become famous (McAdams, 1985). Motivational structure models are based on a
hierarchy of needs that must be addressed in a specific order. For example,
Maslow’s (1970) motivational structure model (as quoted in Robbins, 2003)
suggests that as needs become substantially satisfied, the next need becomes
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dominant (Figure 1) . That is, deficiency needs (needs a person lacks such as
physiological needs, safety needs, social needs, and esteem needs) will first be
activated before the growth needs (self-actualization) become dominant. The
drawback of the motivational model is that it is very difficult to know the level of
hierarchy a person is currently on. This theory is primarily used for psychological
counseling.

Growth
Needs
Hierarchy of
needs

Deficiency
Needs

Figure 1. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs [Robbins, 2003].

•

Cognition models: The goal of cognition models is to find the set of constructs
with which an individual views or interacts with the surroundings. The idea
behind cognition models is that an individual is understood by understanding
his/her constructs. The various steps involved in forming constructs are:
perception, thinking, memory, planning, evaluation, organizing, and
interpretation. The disadvantage of cognition models is that the model cannot be
generalized due to individual differences in his/her constructs.

•

Social context models: The goal of social context models is to find the dimensions
or traits within an individual with respect to their interactions in a group (Hall,
Lindzey, and Campbell, 1998). The drawback of social context models is that the
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model cannot be validated since the identification of the traits depends upon the
nature of the social group (different social groups’ leads to identification of
different traits).
•

Trait models: The goal of trait models is to find a small number of independent
dimensions (factors) or characteristics also known as traits (extraversion versus
introversion) that would account for as much variation in personality as possible.
There are two types of trait models: factorial models and circumplex models.
Factorial models are based on factor analytic technique that consider personality
traits most often expressed as adjectives to be collected into larger groups.
Circumplex models consider personality traits as opposing pairs arranged around
a circle in two-dimensional space (Plutchik, 1997). Representing personality traits
in a circular order helps in viewing the traits that fall close together as more
related than traits that fall further apart on the circle. Traits that fall on opposite
sides are considered to be negatively related and traits that fall at right angles as
being unrelated (Figure 2). For example, traits such as depression and resentful
are more related to each other (fall closer) than traits such as curious and cheerful
which are negatively related (far apart).
A very well known example of a factorial trait model is the Big Five Factor

model. This model uses five factors that are considered central traits to personality. They
are: I. Extraversion or Surgency, II. Agreeableness, III. Conscientiousness, IV. Emotional
Stability versus Neuroticism, and V. Intellect or Openness. To define the central traits
more accurately, each central trait is subdivided into six subtraits or facets (Table 3). To
measure these five factors Goldberg (1999) developed the International Personality Item
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Pool Representation of the Neuroticism Extraversion Openness Personality Inventory
Revisited (IPIP-NEO) questionnaire which was uploaded to the World Wide Web at
(http://www.personal.psu.edu/~j5j/IPIP/) by Dr. John A. Johnson who also wrote the
descriptions for all the central traits (Table 5) as well as the subtraits (Appendix A).

Figure 2. Circumplex structure of the personality traits [Plutchik, 1997].
Table 3: The central and subtraits of the Big Five Factor personality model.
I.
Extraversion

II.
Agreeableness

Friendliness
Trust
Gregariousness Morality
Assertiveness
Activity
Level
ExcitementSeeking
Cheerfulness

III.
IV.
Conscientiousn Emotional
ess
Stability vs
Neuroticism
Self-Efficacy
Anxiety
Orderliness
Anger

V.
Intellect/
Openness

Modesty

Dutifulness
AchievementStriving
Self-Discipline

Depression
SelfConsciousness
Immoderation

Imagination
Artistic
Interests
Emotionality
Adventurous
Ness
Intellect

Sympathy

Cautiousness

Vulnerability

Liberalism

Altruism
Cooperation
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This research will use the Big Five Factor personality trait model in the
development of agents with personality. This is because of the significant amount of
research that has been conducted to validate the Big Five Factor model. Research
conducted on the Big Five Factor model has indicated that the model has the following
four properties: (1) the factors are stable across different domains, (b) the factors are
stable over time, (c) the factors are stable across cultures, and (d) the factors represent the
individual differences used to solve adaptive problems (Buss, 1996; Goldberg, 1990;
McCrae and Costa, 1999). Soldz and Vaillant (1999) conducted a study observing 163
men over 45 years beginning in young adulthood to validate the stability of the factors in
the Big Five Factor model across different cultures and over time. Their results indicated
significant correlations with respect to all the factors across that time interval. McCrae
and Costa (1997) conducted a study to validate the stability of the factors in the Big Five
Factor model across different cultures. The different cultures chosen were: German,
Portuguese, Hebrew, Chinese, Korean, and Japanese. The results strongly suggested that
the Big Five Factor model was stable across different cultures and therefore universal.
Results from 14 studies (5 studies based on children and adolescents and 9 studies on
adults) analyzed by Digman (1997) supported the existence of the Big Five Factor model.
Studies conducted by (Jang, McCrae, Angleitner, Riemann, and Livesley, 1998; Loehlin,
McCrae, Costa, and John, 1998) also found that the Big Five Factor model is heritable
(i.e. genetic). Saucier and Goldberg (1998) conducted a study to answer the question,
what is beyond the Big Five? Their results led them to conclude that most of the
personality traits are subsumed within the Big Five Factor model. In addition, Table 4
summarizes the convergence between the Big Five Factor model and the personality
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dimensions proposed by a broad range of personality theorists and researchers. Based on
this research background, this dissertation used the Big Five Factor model to develop
computer agents with personalities.
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Table 4: Convergence between Big Five Factor model and other structural models
[Digman (1997); John and Srivastava (1999)].
I.
Extraversion
or Surgency

II.
III.
Agreeablenes Conscientiousn
s
ess

Adler
(1939)
Bakan
(1966)
Cattell
(1950)

Superiority
Striving
Agency

Social Interest
Communication

Exvia vs
Invia

Pathemia vs
Cortertia

Costa &
McCrae
(1987)

Extraversion

Agreeablenes Conscientiousn
s
ess

Digman
(1997)
Eysenck
(1992)
Fiske
(1991)

Beta

Alpha

Extraversion

Psychoticism

Confidence
SelfExpression
Surgency

Social
Adaptability

Theorist

Goldberg
(1990)

V.
Intellect or
Openness
Superiority
Striving
Agency

Adjustment
vs Anxiety
Neuroticism

Independence
vs
Subduedness
Openness

Beta
Neuroticism
Emotional
Control

Inquiring
Intellect

Agreeablenes Conscientiousn
s
ess

Emotional
Stability vs
Neuroticism

Intellect

Adjustment

Intellectance

Hogan
(1982)
Maslow
(1970)
McAdams
(1985)
MyersBriggs
(1962)

Ambition and
Sociability
SelfActualization
Power
Motivation
Extraversion vs
Introversion

Likeability

Rank
(1945)
Rogers
(1963)
Tellegen
(1985)
Wiggins
(1991)

Individuation

Union

Personal
Growth
Positive
Emotionality
Agency

Superego
Strength

IV.
Emotional
Stability vs
Neuroticism

Conformity

Prudence

SelfActualization
Power
Motivation
Intuition vs
Sensing

Intimacy Motivation
Feeling vs
Thinking

Judging vs
Perception

Individuation
Personal
Growth

Constraint

Negative
Emotionality

Communion

Adsorption
Agency
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Table 5: Description of central traits of the Big Five Factor model
[http://www.personal.psu.edu/~j5j/IPIP].
Extraversion:
Extraversion is marked by pronounced engagement with the external world.
Extraverts enjoy being with people, are full of energy, and often experience positive
emotions. They tend to be enthusiastic, action-oriented, individuals who are likely to say
"Yes!" or "Let's go!" to opportunities for excitement. In groups they like to talk, assert
themselves, and draw attention to themselves.
Introverts lack the exuberance, energy, and activity levels of extraverts. They
tend to be quiet, low-key, deliberate, and disengaged from the social world. Their lack
of social involvement should not be interpreted as shyness or depression; the introvert
simply needs less stimulation than an extravert does and prefers to be alone. The
independence and reserve of the introvert is sometimes mistaken as unfriendliness or
arrogance. In reality, an introvert who scores high on the agreeableness dimension will
not seek others out but will be quite pleasant when approached.
Agreeableness:
Agreeableness reflects individual differences in concern with cooperation and
social harmony. Agreeable individuals’ value getting along with others. They are
therefore considerate, friendly, generous, helpful, and willing to compromise their
interests with others'. Agreeable people also have an optimistic view of human nature.
They believe people are basically honest, decent, and trustworthy.
Disagreeable individuals place self-interest above getting along with others.
They are generally unconcerned with others' well being, and therefore are unlikely to
extend themselves for other people. Sometimes their skepticism about others' motives
causes them to be suspicious, unfriendly, and uncooperative.
Agreeableness is obviously advantageous for attaining and maintaining
popularity. Agreeable people are better liked than disagreeable people. On the other
hand, agreeableness is not useful in situations that require tough or absolute objective
decisions. Disagreeable people can make excellent scientists, critics, or soldiers.
Conscientiousness:
Conscientiousness concerns the way in which we control, regulate, and direct our
impulses. Impulses are not inherently bad; occasionally time constraints require a snap
decision, and acting on our first impulse can be an effective response. Also, in times of
play rather than work, acting spontaneously and impulsively can be fun. Impulsive
individuals can be seen by others as colorful, fun-to-be-with, and zany.
Nonetheless, acting on impulse can lead to trouble in a number of ways. Some
impulses are antisocial. Uncontrolled antisocial acts not only harm other members of
society, but also can result in retribution toward the perpetrator of such impulsive acts.
Another problem with impulsive acts is that they often produce immediate rewards but
undesirable, long-term consequences. Examples include excessive socializing that leads
to being fired from one's job, hurling an insult that causes the breakup of an important
relationship, or using pleasure-inducing drugs that eventually destroy one's health.
Impulsive behavior, even when not seriously destructive, diminishes a person's
effectiveness in significant ways. Acting impulsively disallows contemplating
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alternative courses of action, some of which would have been wiser than the impulsive
choice. Impulsive behavior also sidetracks people during projects that require organized
sequences of steps or stages. Accomplishments of an impulsive person are therefore
small, scattered, and inconsistent.
A hallmark of intelligence, what potentially separates human beings from earlier
life forms, is the ability to think about future consequences before acting on an impulse.
Intelligent activity involves contemplation of long-range goals, organizing and planning
routes to these goals, and persisting toward one's goals in the face of short-lived
impulses to the contrary. The idea that intelligence involves impulse control is nicely
captured by the term prudence, an alternative label for the Conscientiousness domain.
Prudent means both wise and cautious. Others in fact, perceive persons who score high
on the Conscientiousness scale as intelligent.
The benefits of high conscientiousness are obvious. Conscientious individuals
avoid trouble and achieve high levels of success through purposeful planning and
persistence. Others also positively regard them as intelligent and reliable. On the
negative side, they can be compulsive perfectionists and workaholics. Furthermore,
extremely conscientious individuals might be regarded as stuffy and boring.
Unconscientious people may be criticized for their unreliability, lack of ambition, and
failure to stay within the lines, but they will experience many short-lived pleasures and
they will never be called stuffy.
Neuroticism:
Freud originally used the term neurosis to describe a condition marked by mental
distress, emotional suffering, and an inability to cope effectively with the normal
demands of life. He suggested that everyone shows some signs of neurosis, but that we
differ in our degree of suffering and our specific symptoms of distress. Today
neuroticism refers to the tendency to experience negative feelings. Those who score
high on Neuroticism may experience primarily one specific negative feeling such as
anxiety, anger, or depression, but are likely to experience several of these emotions.
People high in neuroticism are emotionally reactive. They respond emotionally to events
that would not affect most people, and their reactions tend to be more intense than
normal. They are more likely to interpret ordinary situations as threatening, and minor
frustrations as hopelessly difficult. Their negative emotional reactions tend to persist for
unusually long periods of time, which means they are often in a bad mood. These
problems in emotional regulation can diminish a neurotic's ability to think clearly, make
decisions, and cope effectively with stress.
At the other end of the scale, individuals who score low in neuroticism are less
easily upset and are less emotionally reactive. They tend to be calm, emotionally stable,
and free from persistent negative feelings. Freedom from negative feelings does not
mean that low scorers experience a lot of positive feelings; frequency of positive
emotions is a component of the Extraversion domain.
Openness to Experience:
Openness to Experience describes a dimension of cognitive style that
distinguishes imaginative, creative people from down-to-earth, conventional people.
Open people are intellectually curious, appreciative of art, and sensitive to beauty. They
tend to be, compared to closed people, more aware of their feelings. They tend to think
and act in individualistic and nonconforming ways. Intellectuals typically score high on
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Openness to Experience; consequently, this factor has also been called culture or
intellect. Nonetheless, intellect is probably best regarded as one aspect of openness to
experience. Scores on openness to experience are only modestly related to years of
education and scores on standard intelligent tests.
Another characteristic of the open cognitive style is a facility for thinking in
symbols and abstractions far removed from concrete experience. Depending on the
individual's specific intellectual abilities, this symbolic cognition may take the form of
mathematical, logical, or geometric thinking, artistic and metaphorical use of language,
music composition or performance, or one of the many visual or performing arts. People
with low scores on openness to experience tend to have narrow, common interests. They
prefer the plain, straightforward, and obvious over the complex, ambiguous, and subtle.
They may regard the arts and sciences with suspicion, regarding these endeavors as
abstruse or of no practical use. Closed people prefer familiarity to novelty; they are
conservative and resistant to change.
Openness is often presented as healthier or more mature by psychologists, who
are often themselves open to experience. However, open and closed styles of thinking
are useful in different environments. The intellectual style of the open person may serve
a professor well, but research has shown that closed thinking is related to superior job
performance in police work, sales, and a number of service occupations.
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4.

METHODOLOGY
4.1.

Objectives

The overall long term goal is to improve human-machine collaboration through
the development of computer agents with personality. This research is a first step in
moving toward this goal. The objectives of this research are: (1) to develop agents with
personality, (2) validate that humans perceived these agents as having a personality, and
(3) to determine if agents with personality would enhance human-machine collaboration.
To meet these research objectives a methodology is needed. Therefore a secondary
objective was to develop a method for determining how information related to personality
theory can be used to help create agents with personality. The method entails breaking
the research into three experimental phases as illustrated in Figure 3. The purpose of
Experimental Phase I was to identify actions, language, and/or behaviors that human
subjects indicated signified personality traits within the Big Five Factor model in the
context of collaboration or teamwork. The results from Phase I drive Phase II. The
purpose of Experimental Phase II was to create a simulation that incorporated agents with
personalities and to validate these personalities in a complex task domain. The purpose of
Experimental Phase III was to evaluate human-machine collaboration performance in a
complex task domain. The complex task domain consisted of supervisory control of
unmanned combat aerial vehicles in a SEAD mission. The specific details of the
methods for each phase are described in following sections.
30

Experimental Phase I

Identify significant actions,
language, and/or behaviors

Experimental Phase II

Create agents with personalities in a
complex task domain
Redesign
Validate agent personalities

Experimental Phase III
Empirical evaluation of humanmachine collaboration performance
Figure 3. Purpose of each experimental phase.

4.2.

Experimental Phase I – Personality Data Gathering
4.2.1. Method

To develop computer agents with personality requires consideration of personality
theory. For this research a method was developed to extract information about actions,
language, and behaviors that are consistent with a defined personality trait model (Big
Five Factor model). In other words, how can we operationally define and use the actions,
language, and behaviors that are characteristic of personality traits for developing agents.
Previous researchers have not established any method for defining how agent actions are
perceived. Therefore, the primary purpose of this phase is to find descriptive information
rather than focus on statistical differences.
Experimental phase I consists of three methods, Ideal Team Member (ITM),
Existing Team Member (ETM), and Computer Team Member (CTM), for identifying
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significant actions, language, and/or behaviors that signified personality traits in the
context of collaboration or teamwork. Section 4.2.6 describes these methods in detail.
4.2.2. Independent Variables, Dependent Variables, Data Analysis Methods
The independent variables include the three different methods for gathering data
related to personality (ITM, ETM, and CTM). The data gathered include ratings of
personality subtraits within the Big Five Factor Model on a five point rating scale, and
verbal descriptions by the participants. Data analysis includes graphing of mean data,
statistical analysis of subtrait ratings, and listing of verbal descriptions.
4.2.3. Hypotheses
Hypothesis (1): (Expected Result). Participants will rate the personality in each of the
three methods as different.
Null: No significant difference in subtrait ratings. Alternative: Significant difference in
subtrait ratings
Hypothesis (2): (Expected Result). Participant’s culture and gender will not influence
their ratings of perception of personality.
Null: No significant difference in subtrait ratings. Alternative: Significant difference in
subtrait ratings.
4.2.4. Subjects
A total of 72 graduate students from Wright State University volunteered to serve
as participants. The participants were blocked in the following methods: Ideal Team
Member (24), Existing Team Member (24), and Computer Team Member (24).
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Participants in each method consisted of American Men (6), Indian Men (6), American
Women (6), and Indian Women (6).
4.2.5. Apparatus
The apparatus consisted of a 333 MHz Dell personal computer running Windows
XP with a 17’’ color CRT. The input devices were a standard 101 keyboard and mouse.
The experiment took place in an office type environment with dim lighting. Participants
sat in an adjustable office chair, and the keyboard and mouse were placed at comfortable
positions determined by each participant. Software included a computer version of the
International Personality Item Pool Representation of the NEO PI-RTMTM (IPIP-NEO)
questionnaire (Big Five Factor personality test) and the computer game Hoyle CasinoTM
developed by Sierra Attractions Inc. A computer program was developed in JavaTM
programming language to present the definitions of the Big Five Factor Model to the
participants and collect their ratings and descriptions (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Snapshot of the computer screen presented to the participant.

4.2.6. Tasks
Method I – Ideal Team Member (ITM): The purpose of this method was to determine
what personality traits human participants thought an “ideal” team member should have.
Each participant was shown on a computer screen (Figure 4) each of the facets (30 total)
of the Big Five Factor Model (Appendix A) along with its description one at a time in a
random order. Participants were asked to rate each facet they thought they wanted in an
“ideal” team member on a scale of 1 to 5 (1-extremely important, 2- very important, 3neutral, 4-not very important, and 5-not at all important). Participants rated a total of 30
facets and were not timed for completion. Once the participants completed rating a facet,
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he/she would click on the next button to rate the next facet until all the facets were rated
by the participants. In addition, participants were also asked to indicate the actions,
language, and/or behaviors the “ideal” team member would exhibit that would give them
the impression of the personality trait by typing their responses into a box below the
rating.
Method II – Existing Team Member (ETM): The purpose of this method was to ask
participants to indicate the personality traits they thought best described their “existing”
team member. Participants in this method were selected from students taking classes in
the department of Biomedical, Industrial, and Human Factors Engineering at Wright
State University. In these classes students who were teamed in pairs or groups to perform
class projects as a normal part of their course work were asked to participate. Each
participant was shown on a computer screen (Figure 4) each facet of the Big Five Factor
Model (Appendix A) along with its description one at a time in a random order.
Participants were asked to rate each facet they thought best described their team member
(from class interaction) on a scale of 1 to 5 (1-very descriptive, 2-descriptive, 3-neutral
descriptive, 4-not very descriptive, and 5-not at all descriptive). Participants rated a total
of 30 facets and were not timed for completion. Once the participants completed rating a
facet, he/she would click on the next button to rate the next facet until all the facets were
rated by the participants. Participants were also asked to describe their experiences with
the “existing” team member specifically focusing on the actions, language, and/or
behaviors the team member exhibited that gave them their impression and hence their
rating by typing their descriptions into a box below the rating.
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Method III – Computer Team Member (CTM): The purpose of this method was to
determine how human participants perceived personalities in existing computer media. A
review of different types of computer games (http://www.gameai.com/games.html#CC2)
indicated that the development of computer players has focused solely on using artificial
intelligence (AI) genetic algorithms (GA), fuzzy logic, neural networks, and behavioral
cloning techniques. Finding computer games that indicated personality based on
stereotypical features and phrases within the context of collaboration was difficult.
Again, the primary purpose of this method is to find whether subjects can perceive
personality traits in computer media and to find descriptive information of their
perception of personality traits. Hence, in this method participants interacted within a
computer game Hoyle Casino™ and played the blackjack game for 20 minutes. While
playing blackjack there is a dealer as well as three other computer players at the table.
Each computer player’s characteristics such as speech, appearance, and attitude in terms
of talkativeness and animation are already specified in the game (Figure 5). The level of
talkativeness can be set using a slide tool bar and it was set to its maximum setting that
provided the highest level of interaction with the computer players. During the game,
these computer players interacted with the participant through comments and advice
regarding the game. After interacting with the computer players each participant was
shown on a computer screen (Figure 4) each facet of the Big Five Factor Model
(Appendix A) along with its description one at a time in a random order. Participants
were asked to rate each facet they thought best described each of the computer players on
a scale of 1 to 5 (1-very descriptive, 2-descriptive, 3-neutral descriptive, 4-not very
descriptive and 5-not at all descriptive). Participants rated a total of 30 facets for each
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computer player and were not timed for completion. Participants were also asked to
describe their experiences with each computer player specifically focusing on the actions,
language, and/or behaviors the computer player exhibited that gave them their impression
and hence their rating. Participants in this method were presented with the three computer
players to rate using a balanced Latin Square technique (Appendix B).

Figure 5. Screenshot of blackjack computer game.

4.2.7. Procedure
Participants were briefed on the purpose of the study and the procedures needed
to be performed for the day. Participants were asked to sign an informed consent
document (Appendix C). Participants were asked to take the IPIP-NEO questionnaire to
record their personality type. After taking the personality test, participants were explained
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their personality scores and were given a 15-minute break. Each participant was then
assigned to CTM method followed by ITM method and finally to ETM method to rate
and type (describe) their experiences specifically focusing on the actions, language,
and/or behaviors the Ideal Team Member, Existing Team Member, or Computer Team
Member exhibited that gave them their impressions. Finally, participants were thanked
for their time.
4.2.8. Results
Average Ratings Across Central Traits
The rating results were examined by determining an average score to the central
trait. This was accomplished by determining the average ratings for the six subtraits
under each central trait summing across the subtraits and dividing by 6. The results are
plotted in Figure 6. The graph suggested that participants in the three methods rated the
personalities as different. For example, the average rating of Extroversion factor for
computer player (CP)1, ITM, and ETM indicated that on average participants thought
that Extroversion was descriptive (X=2.208; X=1.937; X=2.263 respectively). CP2
(X=2.902) and CP3 (X=3.062) were rated similarly such that the average was close to
neutral descriptive. On average participants rated the Agreeableness factor for ITM
(X=1.861) and ETM (X=1.993) as being descriptive compared to CP1 (X=2.965) and
CP2 (X=2.951) which were rated as neutral descriptive and CP3 (X=3.576) which was
rated as not very descriptive. On average participants rated the Conscientiousness factor
for CP1 (X=2.958), CP2 (X=2.965), and CP3 (X=2.506) as being neutral descriptive
compared to ITM (X=1.625) and ETM (X=1.986) which were rated closer to descriptive.
On average participants rated the Neuroticism factor for CP2 (X=2.923) and CP3
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(X=3.118) as being neutral compared to CP1 (X=3.472), ITM (X=3.694), and ETM
(X=3.798) which were rated as being not very descriptive. This was not surprising as
participants don’t want neurotic team members. Similarly, participants rated the Intellect
factor for ITM (X=2.340) as being closer to descriptive compared to CP1 (X=2.777),
CP2 (X=3.055), CP3 (X=2.743), and ETM (X=2.736) which were rated closer to neutral
descriptive.
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Central Traits
CP 1 CP 2 CP 3 ITM ETM
1 - Very descriptive
3 - Neutral
5 - Not at all descriptive
Average Rating

5
4
3
2
1
0
Extraversion

Agreeableness

Conscientiousness

Neuroticism

Intellect

Central Traits of the Big Five Factor model
Figure 6. Average rating of the central traits of the Big Five Factor model as perceived by participants in the three methods.
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Results for Hypothesis 1: Ratings by Subtrait
Although the overall score of each central trait was interesting, the rating of
subtraits within each central trait illustrates more clearly the difference in participants’
perception of personalities in each method and variation in responses. The rating results
for the three methods were each analyzed by averaging the data for each of the subtraits
corresponding to the central traits across participants in each method. The results are
plotted in Figure 7. The graph suggests that participants had different impressions of
personality. For example, although CP1 and ITM were rated similarly in the overall
central Extroversion factor, participants rated the Cheerfulness facet within Extroversion
of CP1 (X=2.0) higher than that of ITM (X=1.541) which implies that participants would
like cheerfulness in an ITM. Although ITM and ETM were rated similarly in
Agreeableness factor, participants rated the Cooperation facet within Agreeableness of
ETM (X=1.708) higher than that of ITM (X=1.208) which implies that participants want
high levels of cooperation. Although CP1 and CP3 were rated similarly in
Conscientiousness factor, participants rated the Orderliness facet within
Conscientiousness of CP1 (X=3.291) higher than that of CP3 (X=2.375) which implies
that participants perceived CP3 to be more Orderly compared to CP1. Likewise, CP2 and
ETM were rated similarly in Intellect factor, participants rated the Intellect sub-facet
within Intellect central trait of CP2 (X=3.125) higher than that of ETM (X=1.75) which
implies that participants perceived ETM to be more Intellect compared to CP2 which is
not surprising since CP2 is a computer character.
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0

Extraversion
Subtraits of the Big Five Factor model
Agreeableness
Neuroticism
Conscientiousness
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Intellect

Figure 7. Average ratings of the subtraits of the Big Five Factor model as perceived by participants in the three methods.
Liberalism

Intellect

Adventurousness

Emotionality

Artistic Interests

Imagination

Vulnerability

Immoderation

Self-Consciousness

ITM

Depression

Anger

Anxiety

CP 3

Cautiousness

3 - Neutral

Self-Discipline

AchievementStriving

CP 2

Dutifulness

Orderliness

1 - Very descriptive

Self-Efficacy

CP 1

Sympathy

Modesty

Cooperation

Altruism

Morality

Trust

Cheerfulness

Excitement-Seeking

Activity Level

Assertiveness

Gregariousness

Friendliness

Average Rating

Subtraits
ETM

5

5 - Not at all descriptive

4

3

2

1

To determine if there were statistically significant differences among methods
(ITM, ETM, and CTM) and subtraits, an ANOVA was conducted on the dependent
variable ratings across subtraits. Because the CTM method has three computer players
that were rated by all participants within that group, only one computer player (CP1) was
used in the mixed factor ANOVA, where method is a between-subject variable and
subtrait is within-subject (the alpha criterion was set at 0.05). This was because, an
examination of the graph (Figure 7) indicated that most of the ratings for CP2 fall in the
neutral range indicating that participants did not perceive much personality from this
computer player. Also, a frequency count of each participant’s rating for all facets within
CTM method showed CP1 and CP3 to have much greater variances in responses than
CP2 (Table 6). This was not unexpected as we all bring our own experiences, biases,
stereotypes and personalities that influence our perceptions. ANOVA conducted among
methods showed a significant interaction F(58,2001)=4.92, (p=0.0001) between method
and subtrait suggesting that focusing on multiple techniques for collecting actions,
language, and/or behaviors results in vast range of output. Table 7 lists the Tukey results
indicating which method resulted in significantly different ratings for the subtraits.
Subtraits that had no significant differences are not listed. Methods that had the same
letter indicate that the ratings were not different from one another. Fifteen of the 30
subtraits showed significant differences among ratings. Almost all of the subtraits (other
than three) showed no significant difference in rating between the ITM and ETM
methods. Differences were related to CP1.
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Table 6: Frequency count of ratings for each computer player (CP) for each central trait.
Big Five Factor
model

Rating Scale
1 (very
descriptive)

2 (descriptive)

3 (Neutral)

4 (Not very
descriptive)

5 (Not at all
descriptive)

cp1

cp2

cp3

cp1

cp2

cp3

cp1

cp2

cp3

cp1

cp2

cp3

cp1

cp2

cp3

Extraversion

4

-

-

14

10

5

5

10

13

1

4

6

-

-

-

Agreeableness

-

-

-

6

7

2

15

12

10

3

5

11

-

-

1

Conscientiousness

-

-

2

6

8

12

14

13

9

4

3

1

-

-

-

Neuroticism

-

1

-

5

6

5

8

8

14

10

1

4

1

2

1

Intellect

1

-

-

7

6

7

11

13

17

4

5

-

1

-

-

Total

5

1

2

38

37

31

53

56

63

32

18

22

2

2

2
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Table 7: Tukey’s test results indicating significant differences among methods for each
subtrait. Methods with similar letters are not significantly different from one another.
Subtraits not listed showed no differences.
Subtraits
Friendliness
Assertiveness
Trust
Modesty
Cautiousness
Vulnerability
Adventurousness
Self-Discipline

Significant
Differences
CP1 A
ITM
B
ETM
B
CP1 A
ITM
B
ETM
B
CP1 A
ITM
B
ETM
B
CP1 A
ITM
B
ETM
C
CP1 A
ITM
B
ETM
B
CP1 A
ITM A B
ETM
B
CP1 A
ITM
B
ETM A B
CP1 A
ITM
B
ETM
C

Subtrait
Gregariousness
ExcitementSeeking
Morality
Self-Efficacy
SelfConsciousness
Imagination
AchievementStriving

Significant
Differences
CP1 A
ITM
B
ETM
B
CP1 A
ITM
B
ETM A B
CP1 A
ITM
B
ETM
B
CP1 A
ITM
B
ETM
B
CP1 A
ITM
B
ETM
B
CP1 A
ITM
B
ETM
B
CP1 A B
ITM
B
ETM A

Actions, Language, Behaviors
To determine what influenced participant perceptions, participants were asked to
identify actions, language, and/or behaviors that gave them their impressions. This is the
primary information sought by this phase and is important to create computer agents with
personalities. Table 8 provides a list of participants’ descriptions with respect to each
subtrait of the Big Five Factor Model. The actions, language, and/or behaviors are
represented in (a) bold – if they were perceived by participants in all the three methods,
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(b) bold italics – if they were perceived by participants in any of the two methods, and
(c) italics – if they were perceived by participants in any one method. For example,
participants indicated the Friendliness facet with actions, language, and behaviors such as
smiling a lot; speaking amicably; showing concern for others; cracking jokes; being a
good listener; being cooperative; being open to ideas; greeting people.
Table 8: Actions, language, and/or behaviors associated with the Big Five Factor model.
Central
Traits

Subtraits
Friendliness

Extraversion
Gregariousness

Assertiveness

Activity Level
ExcitementSeeking
Cheerfulness
Trust
Morality
Agreeableness
Altruism
Cooperation

Modesty

Actions, Language, and/or Behaviors
Smiling a lot; Speaking amicably; Showing
concern for others; Cracking jokes; Being a
good listener; Being cooperative; Being open to
ideas; Greeting people
Enjoying others company; Being very talkative;
Complimenting others; Sharing thoughts and
ideas; Checking to see everything is OK; Having
lengthy communication
Not hesitating while speaking;
Being
responsible; Being aggressive; Have leadership
qualities; Expressing ideas openly; Assign task to
group members
Taking initiative; Being attentive; Displaying
active participation; Being ready to make
decisions; Fast talker; Quick to respond
Being spontaneous; Taking risks; Being
emotionally aroused
Being happy; Being optimistic; Being positive;
Always smiling
Being honest; Being self-assured; Showing
sympathy; Not being showy; Being committed
Making better decisions; Have logical
understanding; Showing concern for others; Not
cheating; Religious
Encouraging others; Displaying non-selfish
behavior; Being helpful to others; Showing
concern for others
Showing appreciation for others; Not being a
troublemaker;
Having
friendly
attitude;
Encouraging others; Understand each others
tasks
Not insulting
others; Not boasting about
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Sympathy
Self-Efficacy
Conscientious
-ness

Orderliness

Dutifulness
AchievementStriving
Self-Discipline
Cautiousness
Anxiety
Emotional
Stability vs
Neuroticism

Anger

Depression

SelfConsciousness

Immoderation
Vulnerability
Imagination
Intellect or

Artistic Interests

themselves; Not talking about themselves; Being
level-headed; Being self critic
Showing concern for others; Helping others;
Understanding others problems
Being optimistic; Taking risks; Being arrogant;
Hard working; Meet deadlines; Encouraging
oneself
Being well organized; Being consistent; Being
risk averse; Performing well; Planning well;
Always saying please and thank you; Grouping
things together by the way they are related to
each other
Being responsible; Being sincere in work;
Following rules; Obeys orders or commands;
Obligated to do their job
Hard working; Planning well; Not showing
emotions; Being ambitious; Encouraging others;
Enjoys recognition from others
Making good decisions; Doing their own work;
Do not need prompting; Being self-confident;
Being conservative
Being risk-averse; Being alert; Not postponing
things
Doing things in a hurry; Showing signs of
tension during decision-making; Hesitation in
speech; Shakiness in voice
Being frustrated; Passing sarcastic remarks to
others; Taunting others; Using harsh language;
Being against whatever one does; Not responding
to others; Unwillingness to do work
Passing
negative
comments;
Being
discouraged; Remarks such as debt and loans;
Talking about financial troubles; Cries a lot;
Complaining
Talking negatively; Being conscious of oneself;
Thinking about themselves; Being silent in a
group; Asking too many personal questions of
themselves; Needs reassurance that they are
doing the right thing
Being greedy; Short term thinking; Taking risks
Not able to work under pressure; Feeling that
they don’t have enough time to get the work
done; Being jealous; Arguing with team members
Using creative analogies or phases; Using
varied response; Express ideas clearly
Appreciate others; Being concern for physical
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Openness
Emotionality
Adventurousness
Intellect
Liberalism

appearance; Talking about beautiful things;
Encouraging others; pat attention to details
Being gloomy; Being jealous; Being upset;
Speaking emotionally; Expressing too much of
themselves
Taking risks; Gambling a lot; Being innovative;
Not being afraid of things
Having good reasoning abilities; Being aware;
Making sensible decisions
Having new thoughts; Challenging authority

Results for Hypothesis 2: Culture and Gender
Studies conducted by Kling, Hyde, Showers, and Buswell (1999), and Costa,
Terracciano, and McCrae (2001) observed that there exists a gender difference in
personality. They found that women reported themselves to be higher in Agreeableness,
Neuroticism, and Warmth whereas men reported themselves to be higher in
Assertiveness, Anxiety, and Trust. A study conducted by Yuki, Maddux, Brewer, and
Takemura (2005) related to Trust observed that Americans reported themselves higher in
Trust compared to Japanese. Therefore, it is important to determine if there existed
difference in perception of personality based on culture and gender. A non-parametric
analysis of the ratings was conducted to see if there existed a statistically significant
difference across culture and gender. A Friedman two-way ANOVA by ranks conducted
for each of the central traits and subtraits corresponding to the central traits in all the
three methods showed no significant differences across culture and gender. The lack of
perceived personality differences indicate that in the development of computer agents
with personalities it may not be essential to account for culture and gender differences.
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4.2.9. Discussion Experimental Phase I: Personality Data Gathering
A significant interaction between methods and subtraits indicated that participants
perceived the personalities in methods as different. Specifically the results indicated that
(a) participants perceived personality in all three methods, (b) that the personalities were
perceived to be different, (c) different participants had different perceptions of
personality, and (d) participants could identify the actions, language, and/or behaviors
associated with the methods that led to their impressions.
Even though there were very few significant differences in participants’ ratings of
subtraits (three) in ITM and ETM methods, there are variances in the way participants
perceived personality. Moreover for the CTM method, we have not found games that
have personality and the computer players in the Casino game seem to be created based
primarily on stereotypes. They do not have much depth of character, yet participants did
perceive some personality traits.
In addition, non-parametric tests conducted on each of the central traits and the
subtraits across culture and gender indicated no significant differences in the way
participants perceived the personalities. This can be attributed to the fact that research
conducted on the traits within the Big Five Factor model showed that the traits are
consistent across culture and gender (Goldberg, 1990; Buss, 1996; and McCrae and
Costa, 1999). So the lack of differences may indicate that in perceiving personality based
on culture and gender there really are no perceived differences. This would also indicate
that the development of computer agents could be such that we do not need to account for
cultural and gender differences. It is important to differentiate between “perceived
personality” and “in-built personality” (commonly known as personality). Studies
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conducted by Kling et al. (1999), Costa et al. (2001), and Yuki et al. (2005) observed
personality difference across culture and gender, however, research based on perception
of personality across culture and gender is non-existent and additional research is of
course warranted.
To determine if the participant’s personality could be used to predict their ratings
of ITM, ETM, and CTM, personality scores of each participant (based on the Big Five
Factor Personality test) were regressed against the average rating they provided for each
method using multivariate regression techniques. The regression models did not account
for much of the variance, thus were not a good prediction of subject ratings. The use of
the participants own personality test scores to try and predict their responses was not
successful. The idea that certain computer agents would work best with certain people is
an important issue that should be addressed when trying to create computer agents for
collaboration.
The most important data from Phase I are the actions, language, and/or behaviors
associated with participants perception to develop computer agents with personality. This
information will help model personalities into computer agents in Phase II and evaluate
computer agent personalities in Phase III.
4.3.

Experimental Phase II – Creating and Validating Agent Personalities

Experimental Phase II consisted of incorporating the actions, language, and/or
behaviors that were identified by participants in experimental Phase I as signifying
personality traits into agents and validating different agent personality types through
human-machine collaboration in the domain of supervisory control of UCAVs in a SEAD
mission. Since personality traits of the Big Five Factor model are measured between the
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two ends of a continuum (e.g. extraversion vs introversion) there are theoretically a large
number of combinations of personality types in humans, however, creating computer
agents with enough differences to indicate different personalities is difficult. Therefore,
as a starting point, we categorized the actions, language, and/or behaviors that are
associated with the Big Five Factor personality trait model into two levels for each of the
central traits (extraversion versus introversion, agreeableness versus disagreeableness,
conscientiousness versus conscienceless, emotional stability versus neuroticism, and
openness versus reticence). Before creating agents with our two levels, it is important to
operationally define ways to characterize the personality traits. For example, for the
subtrait Friendliness what actions or language or behaviors can be defined to mean
friendliness and how can it be communicated. Table 9 provides a list of operational
definitions associated with the participants’ defined characterization. Column 4 of the
table indicates the different types of communication that could possibly be used to
present that trait (V- verbal communication, NV- non verbal communication (facial
expressions, gestures, and touch)).
Table 9: Operational definitions of participants' defined characterization based on the Big
Five Factor model (V-verbal, NV-non verbal).
Subtraits

Friendliness

Participants’
defined
characterization
Smiling a lot
Speaking amicably
Showing concern
for others

Operational definitions

Extraversion
- Grin sound
- Change in facial features such as
showing teeth, cheeks wide apart
- Positive comments
- Friendly tone
- Understand others feelings and
responds in an emotional way
- Understand perceived workload and
perform critical tasks
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Communi
cation
type
V
NV
V, NV
V
V, NV
NV

Subtraits

Participants’ defined
characterization

Cracking jokes
Being a good
listener
Being Cooperative
Being open to ideas

Greeting people
Gregariousness

Enjoying others
company
Being very talkative
Complementing
others
Sharing thoughts
and ideas

Assertiveness

Checking to see
everything is ok
Having lengthy
communication
Not hesitating while
speaking

Operational definitions

Communic
ation type

- Say or do things that make people
laugh
- Not have serious facial expressions
- Responds to speaker in NV cues such
as nodding the head, waving hands
- Not interrupting the speaker
- Verbal utterances while listening
- Understands the affective states such
as frustration, sadness and responds
appropriately
- Listen to other’s idea without
interrupting
- Show interest in other’s idea by NV
cues such as gesture movement, making
eye contact
- Friendly tone
- Smiling voice
- Good wishes
- Responding to a pleasing experience
- Smiling face
- Engage in long talk
- Flattering remarks
- Physical interaction such as patting on
the back
- Expressing ideas to others
- Provide NV cues such as highlight
important information that is needed to
make a decision
- Examine the system status accurately

V,NV

- Engage in long talk

- Being eager to say something
- Not pausing while doing something
because of uncertainty or doubt
Being responsible
- Being accountable of the assigned task
Being aggressive
- Readiness to respond to situations
Having leadership
- Assign team member to do a particular
qualities
task
- Perform task that would benefit the
overall system performance
Expressing ideas
- Share thoughts or feelings in words
openly
- Share thoughts in NV cues such as by
gesture behavior
Assign task to group - Assign team member to do a particular
members
task
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NV
NV
V, NV
V
V, NV
V, NV
NV
V
V
V,NV
V
NV
V
V, NV
NV
V
NV
NV
V
V
V, NV
NV
V, NV
V, NV
NV
V
NV
V, NV

Subtraits

Activity Level

Participants’ defined
characterization

Taking initiative
Being attentive

Excitement
Seeking

Cheerfulness

Trust

Morality

Operational definitions

- Ability to act on own
- Readiness to respond to situations
- Listening or watching carefully the
situation
- Takes active role in performing tasks

Displaying active
participation
Being ready to make - Perform tasks when needed
decisions
Fast talker
- Answers quickly to questions asked
Quick to respond
- Performing tasks without delay
- Alert of possible dangers or difficulties
Being spontaneous
- Perform tasks out of sudden urges
Taking risks
- Perform task despite of danger or harm
Being emotionally
- Expressing emotions such as joy or
aroused
sadness
- Speaking emotionally such as friendly
or monotone voice
Being happy
- Showing contentment of joy such as
(smiling voice)
smiling face
Being optimistic
- Positive comments
- Believe in self confidence
Being positive
- Have positive view or thoughts on task
outcome
Always smiling
- Showing contentment of joy
Agreeableness
Being honest
- Always speaking truth
- Present information in impartial way
Being self-assured
- Being certain of having the ability to
succeed in the task
Showing sympathy
- Understands others feelings and
responding in an emotional way
- Understand perceived workload and
perform critical tasks
Not being showy
- Not being boastful of one’s own
achievements
Being committed
- Being devoted to complete the task
- Pledge or promise to perform the task
Making better
- Perform tasks that would benefit the
decisions
overall system performance
Have logical
- Make decisions based on data rather
understanding
than on emotions
Showing concern
- Understand others feelings and
for others
responds in an emotional way
- Understand perceived workload and
perform critical tasks
Not cheating
- Always speaking truth
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Communic
ation type

NV
V, NV
NV
NV
NV
V
NV
V, NV
NV
NV
NV
V
NV
V, NV
NV
V
NV
V
NV
V, NV
V, NV
NV
V
NV
V
NV
NV
V, NV
NV
V

Subtraits

Altruism

Participants’ defined
characterization

Religious
Encourage others
Displaying unselfish behavior
Being helpful to
others
Showing concern
for others

Cooperation

Showing
appreciation for
others
Not being a
troublemaker
Having friendly
attitude

Encouraging others
Understand each
others tasks
Modesty

Not insulting others
Not boasting about
themselves
Not talking about
themselves
Being level headed

Sympathy

Being self critic
Showing concern
for others
Helping others

Operational definitions

Communic
ation type

- Present information in impartial way
- Perform tasks dutifully
- Positive comments
- Friendly tone
- Being devoted to complete the task
- Pledge or promise to perform the task
- Understand the affective states such as
frustration, sadness and respond
appropriately
- Understand others feelings and
responds in an emotional way
- Understand perceived workload and
perform critical tasks
- Positive comments
- Friendly tone

NV
NV
V, NV
V
NV
V
V, NV

- Perform tasks without delay
- Alert of possible danger of difficulties
- Friendly tone
- Physical interaction such as patting on
the back
- Say or do things that make people
laugh
- Not have serious facial expressions
- Positive comments
- Friendly tone
- Understand perceived workload and
perform critical tasks
- Provide advice, direction or request
information
- Positive comments
- Friendly tone
- Not talking about themselves and their
achievements
- Not being boastful of their
achievements
- Being calm in difficult situations
without showing any expression on the
face such as being afraid, gloomy or
verbal statements
- Being reluctant to say something
- Understands other feelings and
responds in a emotional way
- Understands perceived workload and
perform critical tasks
- Understands perceived workload and

NV
V, NV
V
NV
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V, NV
NV
V, NV
V

V, NV
NV
V, NV
V
NV
V
V, NV
V
V
V
V, NV

V
V, NV
NV
NV

Subtraits

Self-Efficacy

Orderliness

Dutifulness

Participants’ defined
characterization

Operational definitions

perform critical tasks
- Provide advice, direction or request
information
Understand others
- Understand perceived workload and
problems
perform critical tasks
- Provide advice, direction or request
information
Conscientiousness
Being optimistic
- Have positive view or thoughts on the
(confident)
task outcome
Taking risks
- Perform tasks despite of danger or
harm
Being arrogant
- Being over confident on their ability to
( can do the job)
perform tasks
Hard working
- Perform supplementary tasks in
addition to their own tasks
Meet deadlines
- Perform tasks by not postponing things
indefinitely
- Do not need prompting to do tasks
Encouraging oneself - Patting on their back for the task well
done
- Flattering remarks for the task well
done
Being well
- Perform tasks without delays
organized
- Be prepared in advance to react
immediately to situations
Being consistent
- Being certain of having the ability to
succeed in the task
Being risk averse
- Perform routine tasks
Performing well
- Perform tasks without delays
- Not pausing while doing things
because of uncertainty
Planning well
- Be prepared well in advance to react
immediately to situations
Always saying
- Being courteous
please and thank
you
Grouping things
- Systematically structure the user
together by the way interface to provide the right
they are related to
information at the right time
each other
Being responsible
- Being accountable of the assigned task
(complete tasks)
Being sincere in
- Always speaking truth
work
- Present information in impartial way
Following rules
- Perform tasks in accordance to laws or
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Communic
ation type

V
NV
V
V
NV
V, NV
NV
NV
V
NV
V, NV
NV
V, NV
V, NV
NV
NV
V, NV
V, NV
V, NV
NV

NV
V
NV
NV

Subtraits

Achievement
Striving

Self Discipline

Cautiousness

Anxiety

Participants’ defined
characterization

Operational definitions

rules
Obeying orders
- Follow instructions as told
Obligated to do their - Disagreement with someone or
job
something
- Needs prompting to do the task
Hardworking
- Perform supplementary tasks in
addition to their own tasks
Planning well
- Be prepared well in advance to react
immediately to situations
Not showing
- Being calm in difficult situations
emotions
without showing any expression on the
face such as being afraid, gloomy or
verbal statements
Being ambitious
- Determined to be successful in
performing tasks
Encouraging others - Positive comments
- Friendly tone
Enjoy recognition
- Flattering remarks
- Positive comments
from others
- Physical interaction such as patting on
back
Making good
- Perform tasks that would benefit the
decisions
overall system performance
Doing their own
- Do not express ideas to others
work
- Do not provide NV cues such as
highlight important info that is needed
to make a decision
- Do not perform tasks that would
benefit the system performance
Do not need
- Quick to respond to commands
prompting
Being self-confident - Have positive view or thoughts on the
task outcome
Being conservative
- Perform tasks in accordance to laws or
rules
Being risk averse
- Perform routine tasks
Being alert
- Watchful of possible dangers or
difficulties
Not postponing
- Perform tasks immediately when told
things
Neuroticism
Doing things in a
- Doing things quickly because of
hurry
perceived lack of time
Showing signs of
- Being reluctant to say something
tension during
- Pausing while doing things because of
uncertainty or doubt
decision-making
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Communic
ation type

V, NV
V, NV
V, NV
NV
V, NV
V, NV

NV
V, NV
V
V, NV
V, NV
NV
NV
V
NV
NV
V, NV
V
NV
NV
V, NV
NV
NV
V
V, NV

Subtraits

Participants’ defined
characterization

Hesitation in speech
Shakiness in voice
Anger

Being frustrated
Passing sarcastic
remarks to others
Taunting others
Using harsh
language
Being against
whatever one does
Not responding to
others
Unwillingness to do
work

Depression

Passing negative
comments
Being discouraged

Cries a lot
Complaining
Self
Consciousness

Talking negatively
Being conscious of
oneself
Thinking about
themselves
Being silent in a
group
Asking too many

Operational definitions

Communic
ation type

- Uncertain statements regarding the
performance of the task at hand
- Doing things quickly because of
perceived lack of time
- Being reluctant to say something
- Pausing while doing things because of
uncertainty or doubt
- Uncertain statements regarding the
performance of the task at hand
- Not responding to commands
- Unpleasant tone
- Mocking statements
- Unpleasant tone
- Unsympathetic statements
- Mocking statements
- Unpleasant tone
- Unsympathetic statements
- Unpleasant tone
- Not responding to commands
- Unpleasant tone
- Do not react to commands or situations

V, NV

- Needs prompting to do tasks
- Not responding to commands
- Postponing tasks indefinitely
- Negative comments
- Unpleasant tone
- Expressing emotions such as sadness
and depression
- Not taking part in performing tasks
- Do not react to commands and
situations
- Express unhappiness
- Monotone
- Express unhappiness
- Monotone
- Negative comments
- Unpleasant tone
- Being reluctant to say something
- Pausing while doing things because of
uncertainty or doubt
- Not being cooperative
- Do not react to commands and
situations
- Analyzing the ability of oneself to
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NV
V
V, NV
V
V, NV
V
V, NV
V
V, NV
V, NV
V
V
V
V, NV
V
V, NV
V, NV
V, NV
NV
V, NV
V
V, NV
NV
V, NV
V, NV
V
V, NV
V
V, NV
V
V
V, NV
V, NV
V, NV
NV

Subtraits

Immoderation

Participants’ defined
characterization

personal questions
of themselves
Needs assurance
that they are doing
the right thing
Being greedy
Short term thinking
(short goals)
Taking risks

Vulnerability

Not able to work
under pressure
Feeling that they
don’t have enough
time to get the work
done
Being jealous

Arguing with team
members
Imagination

Using creative
analogies
Using varied
response
Express ideas
clearly

Artistic
Interests

Appreciate others
Being concern of
physical appearance
Talking about

Operational definitions

Communic
ation type

perform the assigned task
- Positive comments
- Friendly tone

V, NV
V

- Unable to understand the affective
states such as sadness, frustration and
not responding appropriately
- Performing tasks without oversight

V, NV

- Perform tasks despite of danger and
harm
- Uncertain statements regarding the
performance of the task at hand
- Doing things in a hurry because of
perceived lack of time
- Doing things quickly because of
perceived lack of time

NV

- Disagreement with someone or
something
- Do not react to commands and
situations
- Disagreement with someone or
something
- Not responding to commands
Intellect
- Say or do things that make people
recognize creativity
- Associating analogy to task
performance
- Say or do things that make people
recognize creativity
- Associating analogy to task
performance
- Share thoughts or ideas in words
- Share thoughts in NV cues such as by
gesture behavior
- Positive comments about others
behaviors
- Friendly tone
- Positive comments about their
appearance by others
- Friendly tone
- Positive comments
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NV

V
NV
NV

V
V, NV
V
V, NV
NV
V
NV
V
V
NV
V, NV
V
V, NV
V
V, NV

Subtraits

Participants’ defined
characterization

beautiful things
Encouraging others

Emotionality

Pay attention to
details
Being gloomy
Being jealous

Being upset

Adventurousness

Speaking
emotionally
Expressing too
much of themselves
Taking risks
Gambling a lot
Being innovative

Intellect

Liberalism

Not being afraid of
things
Having good
reasoning abilities
Being aware
Making sensible
decisions
Having new
thoughts
Challenging
authority

Operational definitions

Communic
ation type

- Friendly tone
- Positive comments
- Friendly tone
- Watching the system carefully and
responding immediately to malfunction
- Expressing emotions such as sadness
and depression
- Disagreement with someone or
something
- Do not react to commands and
situations
- Do not react to commands and
situations
- Negative comments
- Unpleasant tone
- Disagreement with someone or
something
- Speaking emotionally such as friendly
and monotone voice
- Expressing emotions such as joy and
sorrow
- Perform tasks despite of danger or
harm
- Performing tasks that were not planned
before
- Performing tasks that were not planned
before that would benefit system
performance
- Perform tasks despite of danger or
harm
- Make decisions based on data rather
than on emotion
- Listening or watching carefully the
situation
- Perform tasks that would benefit
overall system performance
- Performing tasks that were not planned
before that would benefit system
performance
- Disagreement with someone or
something
- Not responding to commands

V
V, NV
V
V, NV
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V, NV
V
V, NV
V, NV
V, NV
V
V
V
V, NV
NV
NV
NV
NV
NV
NV
NV
NV
V
V, NV

Categorizing the actions, language, and/or behaviors into two levels for each of
the central traits would result in 32 different combinations of personality traits. However,
in this study, only two computer agent personalities were modeled that might be
distinguishable from one another (computer agent A and computer agent B). The two
computer agents were modeled by incorporating (partially) the actions, language, and/or
behaviors that were operationally defined in Table 9 into a discrete event simulation.
Table 10 and Table 11 provide a partial list of what actions, language, and/or behaviors
were modeled in the two computer agents personalities A and B to create the perception
of personality in the SEAD mission.
Table 10. Partial list of actions, language, and/or behaviors modeled in computer agent
personality A
Subtraits

Participants’
defined
characterization

Friendliness

Speaking amicably

Showing concern
for others
Cracking jokes

Being Cooperative

Actions, Language, and/or Behaviors Modeled
in Computer Agent Personality A
Extraversion
- Let’s get him (em’)
- What is that guy?
- I just got notified of an unknown target near
UCAV 1
- Pay attention you are missing too many enemies
- Pay attention, wrong ammo again. Keep trying
- You need to do better with ammo selection
- Better pay attention, high priority
- Hey, did you hear that General Motors is
supposed to be coming out with a new car. It is
known as the Philbuster and it is supposed to run
forever
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor on/off
when the UCAV is in range of the target for
identification and destruction (duration of 40 For
loops)
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor on/off
when the airspeed/altitude of the UCAV falls
below the specified level (indicated at level 1)
- Pop-up targets will be flashed 5 times on the map
panel
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Subtraits

Participants’ defined
characterization

Greeting people

Gregariousness

Enjoying others
company

Complementing
others
Sharing thoughts
and ideas

Assertiveness

Expressing ideas
openly

Activity Level

Taking initiative

Being attentive

Quick to respond

Actions, Language, and/or Behaviors Modeled in
Computer Agent Personality A

- Highlight raw data such as airspeed/altitude when
the airspeed/altitude of the UCAV falls below the
specified level (indicated at level 1)
- Mission time will be flashed for the last 1½
minute for UCAVs to return to the base
- Hey, name, how’s it going? Ok partner, let’s get
this mission done. OK we have 7 known targets
out there. The first one will be in range of UCAV 3
in about 1 minute
- We are doing great – what a team. Looks like we
have a short break
- Awesome job. We are fantastic
- Hey, name, we did an awesome job. Great
working with you
- Great job – you are a great partner – let’s team up
again
- Great job on the kill partner
- Hey, that was excellent work partner
- We finished our mission and out troops will be
safer
- There are 2 new targets. I think you better hit 25
first
- I think you better hit 10 first
- Identify target 20, but also 27 is almost in range
- Let’s get him on our way back
- There are 2 new targets. I think you better hit 25
first
- I think you better hit 10 first
- Identify target 20, but also 27 is almost in range
- Let’s get him on our way back
- Get 21, then destroy 11
- Lets go after it now
- Go get him now!
- When airspeed/altitude falls below the specified
level, no action is taken, automatically will set to
the appropriate level
- Oh no another one, UCAV 1, target 7 is unknown
- Here is the last known target. Let’s finish this!
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor on/off
when the airspeed/altitude of the UCAV falls
below the specified level (indicated at level 1)
- Pop-up targets will be flashed 5 times on the map
panel
- Identified unknown targets will be immediately
represented on the map panel
- Destroyed targets will be immediately removed
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Subtraits

Excitement
Seeking

Cheerfulness
Trust

Morality

Altruism

Participants’ defined
characterization

Actions, Language, and/or Behaviors Modeled in
Computer Agent Personality A

from the map panel
Being emotionally
- Sorry but that ammo was the wrong type
aroused
- You sure this is the correct ammo?
- Whoops wrong ammo selection
- Awesome job. We are fantastic
- Piece of cake!
- Great job on the kill partner
- Go get him now!
- Pay attention, you are missing too many enemies
- Let’s get him (em’)
- Hey, that was excellent work partner
Being optimistic
- We are doing great – what a team
Agreeableness
Being honest
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor on/off
when the UCAV is in range of the target for
identification and destruction (duration of 40 For
loops)
- There are 2 new targets. I think you better hit 25
first
- Get 21 then destroy 11
- I think you better hit 10 first
Showing sympathy
- Sorry but that ammo was the wrong type
- Whoops wrong ammo again
Making better
- Let’s get him on our way back
decisions
- Let’s go after it now
- Should we get him now or later
- Make sure all our UCAVs are heading home
Not cheating
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor on/off
when the UCAV is in range of the target for
identification and destruction (duration of 40 For
loops)
- There are 2 new targets. I think you better hit 25
first
- Get 21 then destroy 11
- I think you better hit 10 first
Encourage others
- Great job on the kill partner
- Hey that was excellent work partner
- Awesome job we are fantastic
Being helpful to
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor on/off
others
when the UCAV is in range of the target for
identification and destruction (duration of 40 For
loops)
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor on/off
when the airspeed/altitude of the UCAV falls
below the specified level (indicted at level 1)
- Pop-up targets will be flashed 5 times on the map
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Subtraits

Cooperation

Modesty
Sympathy

Self-Efficacy

Participants’ defined
characterization

Actions, Language, and/or Behaviors Modeled in
Computer Agent Personality A

panel
- Highlight raw data such as airspeed/altitude when
the airspeed/altitude of the UCAV falls below the
specified level (indicated at level 1)
- Mission time will be flashed for the last 1½
minute for UCAVs to return to the base
Showing concern
- Pay attention you are missing too many enemies
for others
- Pay attention, wrong ammo again. Keep trying
- You need to do better with ammo selection
- Better pay attention, high priority
- What’s the problem?
Showing
- Great job on the kill partner
appreciation for
- Hey that was excellent work partner
others
- Awesome job we are fantastic
Encouraging others - Great job on the kill partner
- Hey that was excellent work partner
- Awesome job we are fantastic
Not insulting others - Great job on the kill partner
- Hey that was excellent work partner
- Awesome job we are fantastic
Showing concern
- Pay attention you are missing too many enemies
for others
- Pay attention, wrong ammo again. Keep trying
- You need to do better with ammo selection
- Better pay attention, high priority
- What’s the problem?
Helping others
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor on/off
when the UCAV is in range of the target for
identification and destruction (duration of 40 For
loops)
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor on/off
when the airspeed/altitude of the UCAV falls
below the specified level (indicated at level 1)
- Pop-up targets will be flashed 5 times on the map
panel
- Highlight raw data such as airspeed/altitude when
the airspeed/altitude of the UCAV falls below the
specified level (indicated at level 1)
- Mission time will be flashed for the last 1½
minute for UCAVs to return to the base
Conscientiousness
Being optimistic
- We are doing great – what a team
Being arrogant
- Get 21, then destroy 11
( can do the job)
- I think it’s a friend. I am 60% sure
- Let’s go after it now
- Go get him now!
Encouraging oneself - Awesome job. We are fantastic
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Subtraits

Orderliness
Dutifulness

Achievement
Striving

Self Discipline

Cautiousness

Anxiety
Anger
Depression
Self
Consciousness
Immoderation
Vulnerability

Participants’ defined
characterization

Actions, Language, and/or Behaviors Modeled in
Computer Agent Personality A

Being well
organized

- Identify/destroy panel will appear only when the
appropriate UCAV is in range of the target and is
selected
Being sincere in
- Identified unknown targets will be represented
work
immediately on the map panel
- Destroyed targets will be immediately removed
from the map panel
Following rules
- Target not present on route will be flashed 5
times once it appears on the map panel
- Highlight raw data such as airspeed/altitude of
UCAVs if they fall below the specified level
(indicated at level 1)
- Mission time will be flashed for the last 1½
minute for UCAVs to return to the base
Being ambitious
- We finished the mission and our troops will be
safer
- Here is the last unknown target. Let’s finish this
Encouraging others - Pay attention you are missing too many enemies
- Pay attention, wrong ammo again. Keep trying
- You need to do better with ammo selection
- Better pay attention, high priority
Making good
- Let’s get him on our way back
decisions
- Let’s go after it now
- Should we get him now or later
- Make sure all our UCAVs are heading home
Being alert
- Oh no another one, UCAV 1, target 7 is unknown
- Here is the last known target. Let’s finish this!
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor on/off
when the airspeed/altitude of the UCAV falls
below the specified level (indicated at level 1)
- Pop-up targets will be flashed 5 times on the map
panel
Neuroticism

Needs assurance
that they are doing
the right thing
Short term thinking
(short goals)
Feeling that they
don’t have enough
time to get the work
done

- Great job on the kill partner
- Hey, that was excellent work partner
- Pay attention you are missing too many enemies
- Make sure all our UCAVs are heading home

Intellect
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Subtraits

Imagination
Artistic
Interests

Participants’ defined
characterization

Using creative
analogies
Appreciate others

Encouraging others

Pay attention to
details

Emotionality

Speaking
emotionally

Adventurousness

Taking risks

Intellect

Having good
reasoning abilities
Making sensible
decisions

Liberalism

Having new
thoughts

Actions, Language, and/or Behaviors Modeled in
Computer Agent Personality A

- Providing multiple cues via audio, visual, and
tactile vest
- Pay attention you are missing too many enemies
- Pay attention, wrong ammo again. Keep trying
- You need to do better with ammo selection
- Better pay attention, high priority
- Pay attention you are missing too many enemies
- Pay attention, wrong ammo again. Keep trying
- You need to do better with ammo selection
- Better pay attention, high priority
- Oh no another one, UCAV 1, target 7 is unknown
- Here is the last known target. Let’s finish this!
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor on/off
when the airspeed/altitude of the UCAV falls
below the specified level (indicated at level 1)
- Pop-up targets will be flashed 5 times on the map
panel
- Sorry but that ammo was the wrong type
- You sure this is the correct ammo?
- Whoops wrong ammo selection
- Awesome job. We are fantastic
- Piece of cake!
- Great job on the kill partner
- Go get him now!
- Pay attention, you are missing too many enemies
- Let’s get him (em’)
- Hey, that was excellent work partner
- Get 21, then destroy 11
- Go get him now!
- Let’s go after it now
- There are 2 new targets. I think you better hit 25
first
- I think you better hit 10 first
- Get 21, then destroy 11
- Let’s get him on our way back
- Let’s go after it now
- Should we get him now or later
- Make sure all our UCAVs are heading home
- Provide multiple cues via audio, visual, and
tactile vest
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Table 11. Partial list of actions, language, and/or behaviors modeled in computer agent
personality B
Subtraits

Friendliness

Gregariousness

Assertiveness
Activity Level

Participants’
defined
characterization

Actions, Language, and/or Behaviors Modeled
in Computer Agent Personality B

Extraversion
Speaking amicably
- Identify target 26
- Identify target 3
Showing concern
- Pay attention that was an easy target, you blew it
for others
- I think you are the only person who makes ammo
mistake
- Please identify
Cracking jokes
Being Cooperative
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor on/off
when the UCAV is in range of the target for
identification and destruction (10% incorrect and
for a duration of 20 For loops)
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor on/off
when the airspeed/altitude of the UCAV falls
below the specified level (indicated at level 2 and
for a duration of 20 For loops)
- Pop-up targets are not flashed on the map panel
- High light raw data such as airspeed/altitude
when the airspeed/altitude of the UCAV falls
below the specified level (indicated at level 2)
- Mission time is indicated in red color for the last
1½ minute for the UCAVs to return to the base
Greeting people
- Hello (monotone voice)
Enjoying others
- The mission is making me work to hard
company
- That was disappointing work
Complementing
- That was disappointing work
others
Sharing thoughts
- Target 25 is in range
and ideas
- Pay attention, high priority
- Destroy target 27
Expressing ideas
- Target 25 is in range
openly
- Pay attention, high priority
- Destroy target 27
Taking initiative
- Destroy 11 and then destroy 21
- I don’t know what we should do. You decide
- When airspeed/altitude falls below the specified
level, no action is taken, automatically will set to
the appropriate level (at the very last minute)
Being attentive
- Identify target 7
- Destroy target
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor on/off
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Subtraits

Excitement
Seeking

Cheerfulness
Trust

Morality

Altruism

Participants’ defined
characterization

Actions, Language, and/or Behaviors Modeled in
Computer Agent Personality B

- when the UCAV is in range of the target for
identification and destruction (10% incorrect and
for a duration of 20 For loops)
- Pop-up targets are not flashed on the map panel
Quick to respond
- Identified unknown targets will be immediately
represented on the map panel
- Destroyed targets will be removed (after 3
seconds) from the map panel
Being emotionally
- That was a wrong selection of ammo
aroused
- That was easy – what’s your problem
- The mission is making me work to hard
- Identify the target
- Pay attention that was an easy target, you blew it
- That was disappointing work
Being optimistic
- Hey there. I think we are doing great (monotone
voice)
Agreeableness
Being honest
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor on/off
when the UCAV is in range of the target for
identification and destruction (10% incorrect and
for a duration of 20 For loops)
- Destroy 11 and then destroy 21
Showing sympathy
- That was a wrong selection of ammo
- That was easy – what’s your problem
- The mission is making me work to hard
- Identify the target
- Pay attention that was an easy target, you blew it
- That was disappointing work
Making better
- I don’t know what we should do. You decide
decisions
Not cheating
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor on/off
when the UCAV is in range of the target for
identification and destruction (10% incorrect and
for a duration of 20 For loops)
- Destroy 11 and then destroy 21
Encourage others
- That was a disappointing work
- This mission is making me work too hard
Being helpful to
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor on/off
others
when the UCAV is in range of the target for
identification and destruction (10% incorrect and
for a duration of 20 For loops)
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor on/off
when the airspeed/altitude of the UCAV falls
below the specified level (indicated at level 2 and
for a duration of 20 For loops)
- Pop-up targets are not flashed on the map panel
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Subtraits

Participants’ defined
characterization

Showing concern
for others
Cooperation

Modesty
Sympathy

Self-Efficacy

Orderliness

Showing
appreciation for
others
Encouraging others

Actions, Language, and/or Behaviors Modeled in
Computer Agent Personality B

- High light raw data such as airspeed/altitude
when the airspeed/altitude of the UCAV falls
below the specified level (indicated at level 2)
- Mission time is indicated in red color for the last
1½ minute for the UCAVs to return to the base
- Pay attention that was an easy target, you blew it
- I think you are the only person who makes ammo
mistake
- Please identify
- That was a disappointing work
- This mission is making me work too hard

- That was a disappointing work
- This mission is making me work too hard
Not insulting others - That was a disappointing work
- This mission is making me work too hard
Showing concern
- Pay attention that was an easy target, you blew it
for others
- I think you are the only person who makes ammo
mistake
- Please identify
Helping others
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor on/off
when the UCAV is in range of the target for
identification and destruction (10% incorrect and
for a duration of 20 For loops)
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor on/off
when the airspeed/altitude of the UCAV falls
below the specified level (indicated at level 2 and
for a duration of 20 For loops)
- Pop-up targets are not flashed on the map panel
- High light raw data such as airspeed/altitude
when the airspeed/altitude of the UCAV falls
below the specified level (indicated at level 2)
- Mission time is indicated in red color for the last
1½ minute for the UCAVs to return to the base
Conscientiousness
Being optimistic
- Hey there. I think we are doing great (monotone
voice)
Being arrogant
- Destroy 11 and then destroy 21
( can do the job)
- I am not 100% sure it’s a friend
- I don’t know what we should do. You decide
Encouraging oneself - The mission is making me work too hard
- I’m having to work too hard, I wish I can take a
break
Being well
- Identify/destroy panel will appear only when the
organized
appropriate UCAV is in range of the target and is
selected
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Subtraits

Dutifulness

Participants’ defined
characterization

Being sincere in
work
Following rules

Achievement
Striving

Being ambitious
Encouraging others

Self Discipline
Cautiousness

Making good
decisions
Being alert

Anxiety
Anger
Depression

Self
Consciousness
Immoderation
Vulnerability

Imagination
Artistic
Interests

Needs assurance
that they are doing
the right thing
Short term thinking
(short goals)
Feeling that they
don’t have enough
time to get the work
done
Using creative
analogies
Appreciate others

Actions, Language, and/or Behaviors Modeled in
Computer Agent Personality B

- Identified unknown targets will be represented on
the map panel
- Destroyed targets will be removed (after 3
seconds) from the map panel
- Targets not present on route will not be flashed
once it appear on the map panel
- Highlight raw data such as airspeed/altitude of
UCAVs if they fall below the specified level
(indicator level 2)
- Mission time is indicated in red color for the last
1½ minute for the UCAVs to return to the base
- Also please identify target 31
- I think we are done with all the targets
- That was a disappointing work
- This mission is making me work too hard
- I don’t know what we should do. You decide
- I think we are done with all the targets
- Identify target 7
- Tactile vest turn the corresponding sensor on/off
when the airspeed/altitude of the UCAV falls
below the specified level (indicated at level 2 and
for a duration of 20 For loops)
- Pop-up targets are not flashed on the map panel
Neuroticism
- Why can’t you get it right
- That was easy-what’s your problem
- Pay attention that was an easy target, you blew it
- Only you could do such a thing
- That was a disappointing work
- I think you are the only person who makes ammo
mistakes
- That was a disappointing work
- Pay attention that was an easy target you blew it
- No audio to make sure all the UCAVs are
heading home

Intellect
- Provide multiple cues via audio, visual, and
tactile vest
- That was a disappointing work
- This mission is making me work too hard
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Subtraits

Participants’ defined
characterization

Encouraging others
Pay attention to
details

Emotionality

Speaking
emotionally

Adventurousness
Intellect

Taking risks

Liberalism

Having good
reasoning abilities
Making sensible
decisions
Having new
thoughts

Actions, Language, and/or Behaviors Modeled in
Computer Agent Personality B

- That was a disappointing work
- This mission is making me work too hard
- Identify target 7
- Destroy target
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor on/off
when the UCAV is in range of the target for
identification and destruction (10% incorrect and
for a duration of 20 For loops)
- Pop-up targets are not flashed on the map panel
- That was a wrong selection of ammo
- That was easy – what’s your problem
- The mission is making me work to hard
- Identify the target
- Pay attention that was an easy target, you blew it
- That was disappointing work
- Destroy 11 and then destroy 21
- Target 25 is in range
- Destroy 11 and then destroy 21
- I don’t know what we should do. You decide
- Provide multiple cues via audio, visual, and
tactile vest

Providing opposite types of actions, language, and/or behaviors within a trait
provided a possible combination across traits of actions, language, and/or behaviors. The
combination of these traits within a computer agent should lead to the perceptions of
different personalities. For example, to draw the attention of the human operator an
extravert computer agent may exhibit actions, language, and/or behaviors such as tapping
the shoulder of a person, providing obvious visual indicators, and using assertive verbal
phrases specifying person should pay attention. An introvert computer agent may exhibit
actions, language, and/or behaviors such as having no physical interaction, providing
simple visual indicators and using no verbal phases.
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Therefore, to develop computer agent personalities, the agent must have multiple
ways of interacting with the humans. The agents created in this study communicated with
the humans via presentation of visual, auditory, and tactile information (communicated
through tactile vest, see Figure 10) such that a multi-modal approach was used. The
simulation created used a tactile vest to communicate with the humans to provide a nonverbal type of communication since non-verbal communication can provide perceptions
of personality. The agents created should communicate information to the human
operators with respect to system status, critical tasks, and secondary tasks which would
be possible if the agent can interact using a multi-modal approach. For a very complex
scenario, using only auditory and visual cues may overwhelm the human operator. Tactile
feedback was one way of including non-verbal feedback. Facial expression is another
way; however, the agents were not created with any human visual characteristics (i.e.
body or face) to avoid impressions based on stereotypes. The tactile feedback was
specifically related to information about which target was in range or for status
information related to fuel and airspeed for each UCAV and was provided for computer
agents personality A and B. Tactile feedback was not used as extraneous physical
touching as might occur when one pats someone on the back for doing a good job. To
designate differences between the two personalities, the tactile feedback was delayed or
shorten for one personality versus the other but conveyed the same information. For
example, in Table 12 which illustrates the specific differences between the agents, we see
that for CAP-A under Cooperative/Helpful, the tactile vest turns on/off the corresponding
sensor when the UCAV is in range of the target for identification and destruction for a
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duration of 40 loops, whereas for the CAP-B only 20 loops are used and for CAP-NP, no
tactile information is given, just visual information via the target flashing on the screen.
Appendix D (computer agent personality A) and Appendix E (computer
personality B) provides a detailed timeline of the events and the actions, language, and/or
behaviors with which the computer agents collaborated with the human operators for
successful mission completion. In addition, a computer agent with no personality was
also developed (Appendix F) to see if humans could perceive the computer agent
personalities modeled. It is important to note that the same simulation with the same
targets and cues was used when subjects interacted with the agents. For example, when a
target was in range a cue that a target was in range was provided in each agent case. The
scenario, in terms of number of targets and timelines, were the same. The difference
between the computer agent personalities modeled was only through how the agent
communicated with the human operator via auditory, visual, and tactile information. For
the computer agent with no-personality, tactile feedback was not provided at all. Table
12 summarizes the difference between the computer agent personalities modeled. For
example, in CAP-A, the computer agent greets the human operator by specifically calling
them by their name whereas in CAP-B the computer agent greets the human operator by
just saying hello in a monotone voice. The computer agent with no personality does not
greet the operator at all. Also, a closer look at Table 12 indicates that most of the
communication between the computer agent personalities modeled and the human
operator is non-mission related (such as sympathetic, encouraging, optimistic, and
concern statements). For CAP-A and CAP-B, target information was provided verbally,
visually, and tactilely, whereas CAP-NP received visual information, but no additional
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verbal comments or tactile information. The tactile information was in most cases
redundant to the visual and verbal information.
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Table 12. Difference between computer agent personalities modeled.
Computer Agent Personality – A (Vverbal, NV – non verbal)
Greetings
- Hey, name, how’s it going? Ok partner,
let’s get this mission done. OK we have 7
unknown targets out there. The first one
will be in range of UCAV 3 in about 1
minute? (amicable voice) (V)
- We are doing great – what a team. Looks
like we have a short break (V)
Show concern
- Pay attention you are missing too many
enemies (V)
- Pay attention, wrong ammo again. Keep
trying (V)
- You need to do better with ammo
selection (V)
- Better pay attention, high priority (V)
Cooperative/Helpful
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding
sensor on/off when the UCAV is in range
of the target for identification and
destruction (duration of 40 For loops)
(NV)
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding
sensor on/off when the airspeed/altitude of
the UCAV falls below the specified level
(indicated at level 1) (NV)
- Pop-up targets will be flashed 5 times on

Computer Agent Personality – B (V –
verbal, NV – non verbal)
Greetings
- Hello (monotone voice) (V)

Computer Agent with No Personality

Show concern
- Pay attention that was an easy target, you
blew it (V)
- I think you are the only person who makes
ammo mistake (V)
- Please identify (V)

Somewhat Cooperative/Helpful
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor
on/off when the UCAV is in range of the
target for identification and destruction
(10% incorrect and for a duration of 20 For
loops) (NV)
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor
on/off when the airspeed/altitude of the
UCAV falls below the specified level
(indicated at level 2 and for a duration of 20
For loops) (NV)
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Cooperative/Helpful
- Target flashed 5 times (NV)

Computer Agent Personality – A (V-verbal, NV
– non verbal)

Computer Agent Personality – B (V – verbal, NV
– non verbal)

the map panel (NV)
- Highlight raw data such as
airspeed/altitude when the airspeed/altitude
of the UCAV falls below the specified
level (indicated at level 1) (NV)
- Mission time will be flashed for the last
1½ minute for UCAVs to return to the base
(NV)

- Pop-up targets are not flashed on the map
panel (NV)
- High light raw data such as
airspeed/altitude when the airspeed/altitude
of the UCAV falls below the specified level
(indicated at level 2) (NV)
- Mission time is indicated in red color for
the last 1½ minute for the UCAVs to return
to the base (NV)
Dislike company
- The mission is making me work to hard
(V)
- That was disappointing work (V)

Enjoy company
- Awesome job. We are fantastic (V)
- Hey, name, we did an awesome job.
Great working with you (V)
- Great job – you are a great partner – let’s
team up again (V)
Complement
- Great job on the kill partner (V)
- Hey, that was excellent work partner (V)
- We finished our mission and out troops
will be safer (V)
Share thoughts and ideas/Express ideas
- There are 2 new targets. I think you better
hit 25 first (V)
- I think you better hit 10 first (V)
- Identify target 20, but also 27 is almost in
range (V)
- Let’s get him on our way back (V)
Take initiative
- Get 21, then destroy 11 (V)
- Lets go after it now (V)
- Go get him now! (V)

Do not complement
- That was disappointing work (V)

Share thoughts and ideas/Express ideas
(less)
- Target 25 is in range (V)
- Pay attention, high priority (V)
- Destroy target 27 (V)

Take initiative (late)
- Destroy 11 and then destroy 21 (V)
- I don’t know what we should do. You
decide (V)
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Computer Agent with No Personality

Computer Agent Personality – A (V-verbal, NV
– non verbal)

Computer Agent Personality – B (V – verbal, NV
– non verbal)

- When airspeed/altitude falls below the
specified level, no action is taken,
automatically will set to the appropriate
level (NV)
Attentive/Alert/Attention to details
- Oh no another one, UCAV 1, target 7 is
unknown (V)
- Here is the last known target. Let’s finish
this! (V)
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding
sensor on/off when the airspeed/altitude of
the UCAV falls below the specified level
(indicated at level 1) (NV)
- Pop-up targets will be flashed 5 times on
the map panel (NV)
Quick to respond
- Identified unknown targets will be
immediately represented on the map panel
(NV)
- Destroyed targets will be immediately
removed from the map panel (NV)

- When airspeed/altitude falls below the
specified level, no action is taken,
automatically will set to the appropriate
level (at the very last minute) (NV)
Not very Attentive/Alert/Attention to
details
- Identify target 7 (V)
- Destroy target (V)
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor
on/off when the UCAV is in range of the
target for identification and destruction
(10% incorrect and for a duration of 20 For
loops) (NV)
- Pop-up targets are not flashed on the map
panel (NV)
Late to respond
- Identified unknown targets will be
immediately represented on the map panel
(NV)
- Destroyed targets will be removed (after 3
seconds) from the map panel (NV)

Optimistic
- We are doing great – what a team (V)

Optimistic (somewhat)
- Hey there. I think we are doing great
(monotone voice) (V)
Somewhat Honest
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding sensor
on/off when the UCAV is in range of the
target for identification and destruction
(10% incorrect and for a duration of 20 For
loops) (NV)

Honest
- Tactile vest turns the corresponding
sensor on/off when the UCAV is in range
of the target for identification and
destruction (duration of 40 For loops)
(NV)
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Computer Agent with No Personality

Alert
- Airspeed and altitude are highlighted in
red color when falls below specified
range (NV)
- Mission time is flashed for the last 1 ½
minutes for UCAVs to return to the base
(NV)

Computer Agent Personality – A (V-verbal, NV
– non verbal)

- There are 2 new targets. I think you better
hit 25 first (V)
- Get 21, then destroy 11 (V)
- I think you better hit 10 first (V)
Sympathetic
- Sorry but that ammo was the wrong type
(V)
- Whoops wrong ammo again (V)

Make better decisions
- Let’s get him on our way back (V)
- Let’s go after it now (V)
- Should we get him now or later (V)
- Make sure all our UCAVs are heading
home (V)
Encourage/Appreciate
- Great job on the kill partner (V)
- Hey, that was excellent work partner (V)
- Awesome job. We are fantastic (V)
Sincere in work
- Identified unknown targets will be
represented immediately on the map panel
(NV)
- Destroyed targets will be immediately
removed from the map panel (NV)
Follow rules
- Target not present on route will be

Computer Agent Personality – B (V – verbal, NV
– non verbal)

- Destroy 11 and then destroy 21 (V)

Not Sympathetic
- That was a wrong selection of ammo (V)
- That was easy – what’s your problem (V)
- The mission is making me work to hard
(V)
- Identify the target (V)
- Pay attention that was an easy target, you
blew it (V)
- That was disappointing work (V)
Cannot Make better decisions
- I don’t know what we should do. You
decide (V)

Insult/Depreciate
- That was disappointing work (V)
- This mission is making me work too hard
(V)
Not very Sincere in work
- Identified unknown targets will be
represented on the map panel (NV)
- Destroyed targets will be removed (after 3
seconds) from the map panel (NV)
Somewhat Follow rules
- Targets not present on route will not be
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Computer Agent with No Personality

Computer Agent Personality – A (V-verbal, NV
– non verbal)

Computer Agent Personality – B (V – verbal, NV
– non verbal)

flashed 5 times once it appears on the map
panel (NV)
- Highlight raw data such as
airspeed/altitude of UCAVs if they fall
below the specified level (indicated at level
1) (NV)
- Mission time will be flashed for the last
1½ minute for UCAVs to return to the base
(NV)
Ambitious
- We finished the mission and our troops
will be safer (V)
- Here is the last unknown target. Let’s
finish this (V)
Risk taking
- Get 21, then destroy 11 (V)
- Go get him now! (V)
- Let’s go after it now (V)
Good reasoning abilities
- There are 2 new targets. I think you better
hit 25 first (V)
- I think you better hit 10 first (V)
- Get 21, then destroy 11 (V)

flashed once it appear on the map panel
(NV)
- Highlight raw data such as
airspeed/altitude of UCAVs if they fall
below the specified level (indicator level 2)
(NV)
- Mission time is indicated in red color for
the last 1½ minute for the UCAVs to return
to the base (NV)
Less Ambitious
- Also please identify target 31 (V)
- I think we are done with all the targets (V)

Not Risk taking
- Destroy 11 and then destroy 21 (V)

Bad reasoning abilities
- Target 25 is in range (V)
- Destroy 11 and then destroy 21 (V)
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Computer Agent with No Personality

4.3.1. Domain Description
The domain investigated for modeling and validating computer agent
personalities was supervisory control of UCAVs in a SEAD mission. The objective of the
SEAD mission was to destroy, neutralize, or temporarily degrade air defences in a
specific area by physical attack or electrical warfare (Flack Eggleston, Kuperman, and
Dominguez, 1998). The goal of the lethal suppression was to prevent systems from
radiating, either through physical damage or by intimidation. The mission required
detection, location, identification, and destruction of important enemy air defences.
The mission consisted of 4 UCAVs travelling from the base location along
individual predetermined flightpaths. The flightpaths were made up of waypoints
connected by lines as shown in Figure 8. Waypoints are destinations on the map panel.
Each UCAV moves from one waypoint to the next along the lines connecting the
waypoints. Waypoints can be used to set the UCAV’s airspeed, altitude as well as
heading. Airspeeds, altitudes, and flightpaths were all pre-programmed before the
mission began, but can be changed by the user at any time during the mission.
As the UCAVs fly along their route, targets are detected via satellites, sensors
onboard the UCAVs or other sources. The targets are represented using MIL-STD 2525
symbology. All the targets were labelled with unique numbers. The red label above the
target location indicates the target priority as high and the black label above the target
location indicates the target priority as low. Targets may be of known type or unknown
type. Within unknown type, targets may be of suspect enemy (does not mean it is an
enemy), suspect friend (does not mean it is a friend), and pending. In addition, enemy and
unknown targets randomly appear (pop-up) at random locations on the map panel and the
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UCAV control station is updated by all these sources. The subject collaborates with the
computer agent to adjust the UCAV routes as targets appear on the map panel, identify
unknown targets using sensors onboard each UCAV and destroy enemy targets using
ammunitions onboard each UCAV. Successful completion of the system goals and/or
missions depends up on human-machine collaborative ability to perform these tasks.
Figure 9 represents the sequence of steps that the operator should perform for locating,
identifying, and destroying enemy and unknown targets.

Figure 8. Snapshot of the UCAV control station in a SEAD mission.
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Onboard each UCAV there are two sensors used for viewing the targets remotely.
One is an Electro Optical (EO) sensor and the other is an Infrared (IR) sensor. Each
sensor can be used for looking at different types of unknown targets (EO: suspect enemy
or pending target types; IR: suspect friend target type). UCAVs must be within the range
of the target to view unknown targets with either sensor (indicated by a red rectangular
box covering the UCAV and the target).
Each UCAV had 3 different types of ammunition. The 3 different types include:
,

, and

. Symbols, rather than names were used to avoid subject biases and

alleviate memory burdens. Each type of ammunition was used for destroying different
types of targets. UCAVs must be within the range of the target to identify and destroy the
target with any ammunition (indicated by a red rectangular box covering the UCAV and
the target). At any time during the mission, a UCAV could lose airspeed or altitude and
fall below the proper range. While these tasks are likely to be automated, it was important
to create a difficult mission to eliminate the possibility of ceiling effects (ceiling effect
refers to the property whereby subject’s performance (how hard they try) cannot take on a
value higher than that of the “ceiling”, i.e. the task is too easy to see performance
differences. Specifically, subjects in this mission were asked to locate, identify, and/or
destroy a total of 32 targets within a 16 minute mission time. The 16 minute mission time
consisted of periods of high and low task related activities (i.e. number of tasks subjects
have to perform simultaneously for mission completion). In addition, subjects were asked
to monitor each individual UCAV’s airspeed and altitude gauge panels to take
appropriate actions if they fall below the specified range. Subjects also continuously
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monitored the mission time to make sure that all UCAVs returned to base within the
specified time interval and not too early or late.
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Figure 9. Sequence of steps human
operators should perform for
locating, identifying, and destroying
enemy and unknown targets.

4.3.2. Independent Variables, Dependent Variables, Data Analysis Methods
The independent variables were two computer agents (CAP –A and CAP-B). The
data gathered include ratings of personality subtraits within the Big Five Factor Model on
a five point rating scale, and verbal descriptions by the participants. Data analysis
includes graphing of mean data, statistical analysis of subtrait ratings, and listing of
verbal descriptions.
4.3.3. Hypotheses
Hypothesis (1): (Expected Results) Participants rating between agent personalities will
be different.
Null: No significant difference in subtrait ratings. Alternative: Significant difference in
subtrait ratings
Hypothesis (2): (Expected Results). Participants will have a preference for one or more
of agent personalities
Null: An equal number of participants prefer CAP-A and CAP-B. Alternative: More
participants prefer one agent over another.
4.3.4. Subjects
Twelve subjects’ (6 Men and 6 Women) volunteered to participate in this phase.
Prior experience with general Windows based applications and familiarity in operating
mouse and keyboard was also required. In addition, all participants were required to fit in
the tactile vest which required a waist size between 28 – 36 inches and a chest size
between 34 –40 inches.
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4.3.5. Apparatus
The apparatus consisted of a 333 MHz personal computer running Windows XP
with a 17” color CRT. The experiment took place in an office type environment with dim
lighting. Participants sat in an adjustable office chair, and the keyboard and mouse were
placed at comfortable positions determined by each participant. The input devices were a
standard 101 keyboard and mouse. The output devices included a tactile vest (Figure 10)
and computer speakers. The tactile vest was made of 8 electromechanical pancake style
pager motors (C1030B028F) that created tactile stimuli. The motors were attached to a
(Body GloveTM wetsuits) vest with Velcro. Each of the pager motors was powered by
2.5-4 volts (100 milliAmpheres (mA)). Appendix G provides details of the circuit
diagram and summary of the operating conditions, electrical characteristics, mechanical
characteristics, and reliability characteristics of the pager motors. The power source to the
pager motors is by 2 AA rechargeable batteries. The pager motors in the vest are
connected to a digital input/output card (National Instruments 6501) via ribbon cable.
Appendix H provides the block diagram and the device pinout configuration of the digital
input/output card. The digital card is controlled by the personal computer with software
written in Lab View and acts as a switch to turn on/off the pager motors (Figure 11). A
UCAV control interface and simulation was developed to run simulated SEAD mission in
JavaTM programming language and resides on the same personal computer. Also included
are the computer program that presented the definitions of the Big Five Factor model to
the participants and collected their ratings, and computer version of the International
Personality Item Pool Representation of the NEO PI-RTMTM (IPIP-NEO) questionnaire
(Big Five Factor personality test).
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Figure 10. Tactile vest.
Tactile vest
with pager
motors

Ribbon
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Personal computer
system with Lab
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Figure 11. Procedure to turn pager motors on/off for generate tactile feedback.
4.3.6. Procedure
Participants were briefed on the purpose of the study and the procedures needed
to be performed for the day. Participants were asked to sign the informed consent
document (Appendix I). Participants were asked to take the IPIP-NEO questionnaire to
record their personality type. After taking the personality test, participants were explained
their personality scores and were given a 15-minute break. Participants were then trained
to familiarize them with the UCAV control interface, detect, identify, and destroy enemy
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targets, manipulate waypoints, monitor fuel, airspeed, and altitude of individual UCAV,
and monitor mission time and progress (Appendix J). In addition, participants were also
trained on how the tactile vest would respond (Appendix K). Training lasted one hour.
Participants were given a 5-minute break after training. After training, participants ran a
practice trial that was set up exactly like the actual experimental trials. Participants were
then asked to interact with the agent personality types modeled using balanced Latin
Square technique (Appendix L) in the completion of the SEAD mission. There was at
least a 2 day gap between experimental trials.
After their interaction with an agent, each participant was shown on the computer
screen (Figure 4) each facet of the Big Five Factor Model (Appendix A) along with its
description, one at a time in a random order. Participants were asked to rate each facet
they thought best described the agent personality (based on their interaction) on a scale of
1 to 5 (1-very descriptive, 2-descriptive, 3-neutral descriptive, 4-not very descriptive and
5-not at all descriptive). Participants rated a total of 30 facets and were not timed for
completion. Participants were also asked to describe their experiences with each of the
computer agent personalities specifically focusing on the actions, language, and/or
behaviors the agents exhibited that gave them their impression and hence their rating.
4.3.7. Results
Results for Mean Value of Five Factors and Frequency of Ratings
Table 13 lists the frequency count for computer agent personalities A and B for
each of the central traits. Results indicated that within a computer agent (CAP-A)
participants rated agent personality the same (12 subjects). For example, most of the
central traits (Extroversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, and Intellect) ratings for
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CAP-A were rated as descriptive (rating of 2) with the exception of Neuroticism factor
which was rated as not being very descriptive (grouped by oval shape). Similarly, most of
the central traits (Extroversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, and
Intellect) factors for CAP-B were rated as neutral descriptive or not very descriptive
(grouped by rectangular shape). Summarizing the frequency of rating results indicated
that participants in CAP-A rated the central traits to be very descriptive or descriptive
37/60 times, neutral descriptive 14/60 times, and not very descriptive or not at all
descriptive 9/60 times. Similarly, participants in CAP-B rated the central traits to be very
descriptive or descriptive 7/60 times, neutral descriptive 31/60 times, and not very
descriptive or not at all descriptive 22/60 times (Table 13). The ratings results of the
central traits by participants within the individual computer agent personality suggest that
different participants were able to perceive the same personality traits in that agent. In
addition, the rating results of the participants were consistent with the individual
computer agent personality that was modeled (refer Appendix D and
Appendix E), that is CAP-A was created to be high in factors of Extraversion,
Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, and Intellect and low in Neuroticism. Results are also
shown by the individual 30 subtraits when describing Hypothesis 1 in the next section.
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Table 13: Frequency count of ratings for computer agent personalities A and B for each
of the central trait.
Big Five
Model

Factor

Rating Scale
1 (very
descriptive)

2
(descriptive)

3 (Neutral)

4 (Not very
descriptive)

5 (Not at all
descriptive)

CAP
-A

CAP
-B

CAP
-A

CAP
-B

CAP
-A

CAP
-B

CAP
-A

CAP
-B

CAP
-A

CAP
-B

Extraversion

2

-

10

1

-

6

-

4

-

1

Agreeableness

1

-

7

-

4

8

-

3

-

1

Conscientiousness

3

-

7

1

2

8

-

2

-

1

Neuroticism

-

-

1

5

3

3

6

3

2

1

Intellect

-

-

6

-

5

6

1

5

-

1

Total

6

0

31

7

14

31

7

17

2

5

Summary

For CAP-A

For CAP-B

37/60 : 1 or 2 rating
14/60 : 3 rating
9/60 : 4 or 5 rating

7/60 : 1 or 2 rating
31/60 : 3 rating
22/60 : 4 or 5 rating

Average Ratings Across Central Traits
The rating results were first analyzed by averaging the score for each of the
subtraits corresponding to each of the central trait. This was accomplished by
determining the average ratings for the six subtraits under each central trait, summing
across the subtraits and dividing by 6. The results are plotted in Figure 12. The graph
suggests that participants’ ratings across the two computer agent personalities (computer
agent A and computer agent B) are different. For example, the average ratings for
Extroversion factor, Agreeableness factor, Conscientiousness factor, and Intellect Factor
for CAP-A indicated that on average participants thought that Extroversion (X=1.736),
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Agreeableness (X=2.208), and Conscientiousness (X=1.805) were descriptive compared
to CAP-B which was rated neutral descriptive (X=3.319, X=3.347, X=3.152
respectively). On average participants rated the Neuroticism factor for CAP-A (X=3.736)
as being not very descriptive compared to CAP-B (X=2.902) which was rated closer to
neutral descriptive. On average participants rated the Intellect factor for CAP-A
(X=2.513) as being closer to neutral descriptive compared to CAP-B (X=3.472) which
was rated closer to not very descriptive. The CAP-A central traits ratings were closer to
the Ideal Team Member (ITM) method central trait ratings found in Phase I.

Results for Hypothesis 1: Ratings by Subtrait
Although the overall score of each central trait is interesting, the rating of
subtraits within each central trait illustrated more clearly the difference in participants’
perception of personalities and variation in responses. The rating results for the two
computer agent personalities were each analyzed by averaging the data for each of the
subtraits corresponding to the central trait across participants. The results are plotted in
Figure 13. The graph suggests that participants had different impressions of personality.
For example, participants rated the Friendliness facet within Extroversion of CAP-B
(X=3.50) higher (not descriptive) than that of CAP-A (X=1.416) which implies that
participants perceived CAP-A to be more Friendly compared to CAP-B. Participants
rated the Cooperation facet within Agreeableness of CAP-B (X=2.833) higher than that
of CAP-A (X=1.416) which implies that participants perceived CAP-A to be more
Cooperative compared to CAP-B. Likewise, participants rated the Dutiful facet within
Conscientiousness of CAP-B (X=3.334) higher than that of CAP-A (X=1.75) which
implies that participants perceived CAP-A to be more Dutiful compared to CAP-B.
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Participants rated the Anger facet within Neuroticism of CAP-A (X=4.5) higher than that
of CAP-B (X=2.75) which implies that participants perceived CAP-B to be angrier
compared to CAP-A.
To determine if there were statistically significant differences among the two
computer agent personalities modeled and subtraits, a two factor ANOVA was conducted
on the dependent variable ratings. The independent variables were the subtraits and the
computer agent personalities both within subject variables. The alpha criterion was set at
0.05. The results indicated a significant interaction F (29,319) =8.75, (p=0.0001). Results
suggest that participants were able to perceive differently the subtraits in the two
computer agent personalities. Table 14 lists the Tukey results indicating which subtraits
resulted in significantly different rating for the two computer agent personalities.
Subtraits that had no significant differences are not listed. Twenty-two of the 30 subtraits
showed significant differences among ratings. Table 14 illustrates that in 19 of the 22
subtraits CAP-A had lower average ratings (more descriptive) that CAP-B. However, for
the central traits of Neuroticism three subtraits, Anxiety, Anger, and Depression, were
rated as more descriptive for CAP-B. Figure 13 also shows more variability in the traits
across CAP-A than CAP-B.
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Central Traits of the Big Five Factor Model
Figure 12. Average rating of the central traits of the Big Five Factor model as perceived by participants in the computer agent
personalities.
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Figure 13. Average ratings of the subtraits of the Big Five Factor model as perceived by participants in the computer agent
personalities.

Table 14: Tukey’s test results indicating significant differences among computer agent
personalities for each subtrait. Subtraits not listed showed no differences.
Subtraits
Friendliness
Activity
Level
Trust
Cooperation
Self-Efficacy
Dutifulness
Self-Discipline
Anxiety
Depression
Artistic
Interests
Adventurousness

Significant
Differences
CAP-A 1.416
CAP-B 3.583
CAP-A 1.50
CAP-B 3.50
CAP-A 1.75
CAP-B 3.25
CAP-A 1.416
CAP-B 2.833
CAP-A 1.583
CAP-B 2.916
CAP-A 1.75
CAP-B 3.416
CAP-A 2.25
CAP-B 3.25
CAP-A 4.25
CAP-B 2.916
CAP-A 4.25
CAP-B 2.583
CAP-A 2.916
CAP-B 3.916
CAP-A 2.167
CAP-B 3.417

Subtraits
Gregariousness
Cheerfulness
Altruism
Sympathy
Orderliness
AchievementStriving
Cautiousness
Anger
Imagination
Emotionality
Intellect

Significant
Differences
CAP-A 1.583
CAP-B 3.75
CAP-A 1.33
CAP-B 3.33
CAP-A 2.583
CAP-B 3.667
CAP-A 2.583
CAP-B 3.833
CAP-A 2.166
CAP-B 3.416
CAP-A 1.583
CAP-B 3.25
CAP-A 1.50
CAP-B 2.916
CAP-A 4.50
CAP-B 2.667
CAP-A 2.667
CAP-B 3.667
CAP-A 2.583
CAP-B 3.583
CAP-A 1.917
CAP-B 2.833

Actions, Language, Behaviors
Participants were also asked to provide descriptions of the actions, language,
and/or behaviors that led them to their impression and hence the ratings of the computer
agent personalities based on their interaction with the agents. This information was
essential to validate the computer agent personalities modeled. That is, to see whether
participants were able to perceive the actions, language, and/or behaviors modeled in the
computer agent personalities (Appendix D-E). Table 15 and Table 16 provide a list of
participants’ descriptions of CAP-A and CAP-B. Table 15-16 clearly show the actions,
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language, and/or behaviors that were perceived by participants were the same actions,
language, and/or behaviors that were modeled in the computer agent personalities.
Table 15. Participants' description of the actions, language, and/or behaviors in computer
agent personality A.
Central Traits

Subtraits
Friendliness

Extraversion

Gregariousness
Assertiveness
Activity Level
ExcitementSeeking
Cheerfulness
Trust

Agreeableness

Morality
Altruism
Cooperation
Modesty
Sympathy
Self-Efficacy
Orderliness

Conscientiousness

Dutifulness
AchievementStriving
Self-Discipline
Cautiousness

Actions, Language, and/or Behaviors
Personalized welcome message; Made funny
comments; Craking jokes; Speaking Amicably;
Friendly tone of voice
Complimenting; Encouraging comments; Provided
positive feedback when right actions were taken;
Confident comments; Gave support and cheer
Provided feedback on the target decision; Provided
with comments such as pay attention, choose the
right target
Quick to respond; Being attentive; Ready to make
decision; Smart comments
Pointing out the targets that need to be identified
Making light-hearted comments; Making jokes;
Being optimistic; Being positive and encouraging
throughout the mission
Showed sympathy; Worked like a team member;
Provided with statistics on the target; Trusting
voice
Showed judgments and decision making
capabilities
Encouraging words; Showed concern
Worked together as a team; Always provided with
feedback;
Constructive
criticism;
Provided
compliments
Complimenting
Showed concern; Helped with identification of
targets
Being arrogant; Very positive feedback; provided
risk assessment
Provided information on attacking the targets in a
very organized manner; Quick to respond to action
Following the mission rules; Giving crisp,
appropriate comments; Being responsible
Always provided feedback; Quick to respond to
action
Quick to respond; showing concern
Always prompt with responses regarding targets;
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Emotional
Stability vs
Neuroticism

Anxiety
Anger
Depression
SelfConsciousness
Immoderation
Vulnerability
Imagination

Intellect or
Openness

Artistic Interests
Emotionality
Adventurousness
Intellect
Liberalism

Being alert; Assessing which targets to kill
Did not show signs of anxiety
Did not show signs of anger
Did not show signs of depression
Always keeping a track of the decision made
Always focusing on targets without looking at other
criteria
Always concerned about targets
Creative ways of giving cues such as audio and
tactile vest
Complimenting others; Paying attention to details
Encouraging comments; Positive feedback; High
pitch tone
Risk taking
Providing assessment of targets; Prompting the
targets that needed attention; Giving encouraging
and positive comments
Giving multiple cues given the dynamic nature of
the mission

Table 16. Participants' description of the actions, language, and/or behaviors in computer
agent personality B.
Central Traits

Extraversion

Subtraits
Friendliness
Gregariousness
Assertiveness
Activity Level
ExcitementSeeking
Cheerfulness
Trust

Agreeableness

Morality
Altruism
Cooperation

Actions, Language, and/or Behaviors
Monotone voice; brief messages; Unpleasant
statements; Not cooperative
Less talkative; No encouraging statements;
Always complaining; Whining
Hesitating while speaking; Not sure in providing
decisions regarding targets
Not cooperative; Rude voice; Does not respond
quickly
Monotone voice; No spontaneous feedback;
Being risk averse
Monotone voice; Pessimistic comments; Insulting
statements
Does not provide information about targets that
are needed to be identified/destroyed
Not able to make a decision
Discouraging statements
Not being cooperative; Providing negative
comments; Always complaining
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Modesty
Sympathy
Self-Efficacy
Orderliness
Conscientiousn
ess

Dutifulness
AchievementStriving
Self-Discipline
Cautiousness
Anxiety
Anger

Emotional
Stability vs
Neuroticism

Depression
SelfConsciousness
Immoderation
Vulnerability
Imagination

Intellect or
Openness

Artistic
Interests
Emotionality
Adventurousness
Intellect
Liberalism

Always complaining
No sympathy statements if mistakes are
committed
Negative comments; Not able to make a decision
Inconsistent behavior; Response to decision were
slow
Not being cooperative;
Providing wrong
feedback
No encouraging statements; Takes a while to
respond to actions
Delay in providing feedback about targets
Not being alert; Providing feedback on missed
targets
High pitch tone; Sense of urgency in voice
Rude comments; Insulting statements; Hesitating
while speaking
Rude comments; Insulting statements; Hesitating
while speaking
Delay in providing cues
Always focusing on targets without looking at
other criteria
Pessimistic comments
Monotone voice; No variation in giving feedback
Always complaining; Delay in providing cues
Gloomy voice; Upset tone
Doesn’t take too many risks
Not providing risk assessment
Not providing new ideas

Results for Hypothesis 2: Computer Agent Personality Preference
Participants were asked to indicate their preference with respect to the computer
agent personalities (after their interaction with the CAP-A and CAP-B). All 12
participants preferred CAP-A and indicated that they would like to work with that
computer agent personality again. This indicated that participants have a preference for
one or more of the computer agent personalities.
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4.3.8. Discussions Experimental Phase II – Creating and Validating Agent Personalities
Frequency count of the participants rating of the two computer agent personalities
indicated that participants perceived the actions, language, and/or behaviors that were
modeled into the computer agents. Participants rated the CAP-A central traits as
descriptive with the exception of Neuroticism which is how the personality was designed.
However, the ratings of CAP-B central traits were closer to neutral and not as designed.
Possible reasons for this kind of behavior can be attributed to the fact that (a) participants
may not be sure or don’t know how to rate a difficult or complicated personality, (b) or
were being polite in rating the computer agent personality, (c) or were not perceiving the
agent personality modeled as a real person. Another possible reason for participants not
being able to rate the central traits as designed can be tied to the problems associated with
the participants rating scale. That is, the rating scale used by participants to rate the agent
personality may not have enough distance/gap between them.
Results also indicated that CAP-A ratings matched with that of an Ideal Team
Member method from Phase 1 (Figure 14). Appendix M also provides frequency count
(expressed in percentages) of ratings of CP1, CP2, CP3, ITM, ETM, CAP-A, and CAP-B
for each of the central trait. Participants in ITM method when asked to rate the traits they
would like to see in their ideal team member rated Extroversion, Agreeableness,
Conscientiousness, Intellect as high and Neuroticism as low. The CAP-A was also
modeled with central traits Extroversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, and Intellect
factors as high and Neuroticism factor as low. These results show that participants
perceived more depth in the personality traits modeled in CAP-A compared to CP1, CP2,
CP3, ITM, ETM, and CAP-B.
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ANOVA conducted on the two computer agent personalities indicated a
significant difference in the subtraits. Twenty-two of the 30 subtraits showed a significant
difference between the computer agent personalities. These results indicated that (a)
participants were able to perceive personality in computer agents, (b) were able to
perceive the actions, language, and/or behaviors that were modeled into the computer
agents, (c) perceived the personality as similar in the individual computer agent, and (d)
perceived personality as different in different computer agents modeled, and (e) have a
preference for one or more of the computer personality types interacted with. In addition,
participants’ descriptions of the actions, language, and/or behaviors also suggested that
participants were able to perceive the computer agents as having a personality and were
also able to identify the actions, language, and/or behaviors that made up those agent
personalities.
This is a first step toward creating agent personalities and additional research is
necessary to model and validate different computer agent personalities. An important
question that needs to be answered is how to model the different agent personalities that
can mimic the subtle differences in subtraits and also display other additional personality
traits such as bravery, loyalty, courage, etc…
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Figure 14. Average rating of the central traits of the Big Five Factor model as perceived
by participants in Phase I and Phase II.
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4.4.

Experimental Phase III – Evaluating Agent Personalities

Experimental Phase III consisted of empirical evaluation of human-machine
collaborative performance in the supervisory control of UCAVs in a SEAD mission. In
this phase, human-machine collaborative performance of the two computer agent
personalities modeled in Experimental Phase II was compared to that of an agent that
does not have a personality. Therefore, the independent variable (Computer Agent Type)
investigated was: Computer Personality A (CAP-A), Computer Personality B (CAP-B),
and Computer Agent with No Personality (CAP-NP). The objective performance data
were captured during Experimental Phase II.
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The dependent variables evaluated are defined in Table 17.
Table 17. Independent variables and their descriptions.
Independent Variables
Portion of high priority targets correctly
identified

Portion of high priority targets
incorrectly identified

Portion of high priority targets not
identified

Portion of low priority targets correctly
identified

Portion of low priority targets
incorrectly identified

Portion of low priority targets not
identified

Portion of high priority targets correctly
destroyed:

Portion of high priority targets
incorrectly destroyed

Portion of high priority targets not
destroyed

Portion of low priority targets correctly
destroyed

Portion of low priority targets

Descriptions
The ratio of high priority targets correctly
identified divided by the total number of
high priority targets to be identified in a
trial.
The ratio of high priority targets incorrectly
identified divided by the total number of
high priority targets to be identified in a
trial.
The ration of high priority targets not
identified divided by the total number of
high priority targets to be identified in a
trial.
The ratio of low priority targets correctly
identified divided by the total number of
low priority targets to be identified in a
trial.
The ratio of low priority targets incorrectly
identified divided by the total number of
low priority targets to be identified in a
trial.
The ration of low priority targets not
identified divided by the total number of
low priority targets to be identified in a
trial.
The ratio of high priority targets correctly
destroyed divided by the total number of
high priority targets to be destroyed in a
trial.
The ratio of high priority targets incorrectly
destroyed divided by the total number of
high priority targets to be destroyed in a
trial.
The ration of high priority targets not
destroyed divided by the total number of
high priority targets to be destroyed in a
trial.
The ratio of low priority targets correctly
destroyed divided by the total number of
high priority targets to be destroyed in a
trial.
The ratio of low priority targets incorrectly
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incorrectly destroyed
Portion of low priority targets not
destroyed

Number of UCAVs not returned on time
Number of times an altitude fault occurs
Number of times an airspeed fault
occurs
Simulation score.

destroyed divided by the total number of
high priority targets to be destroyed in a
trial.
The ratio of low priority targets not
destroyed divided by the total number of
low priority targets to be destroyed in a
trial.
Number of UCAVs that did not return to
base on time.
Number of times a UCAV was below the
recommended altitude.
Number of times a UCAV was below the
recommended airspeed.
The simulation score is a weighted average
of the participant's performance for a trial
based on the prioritized rule list
summarized in Table 18.

Table 18. Rule list for obtaining score during trials.
Identification of specific targets

Destruction of specific targets

Maintain proper altitude for each
UCAV
Maintain proper airspeed for each
UCAV
Do not allow any UCAV to return to
base early (before 90 second mark),
but return before time is out

100 points for correctly identified high
priority target, -120 for incorrectly identified
high priority target, -100 for not identified
high priority target, 100 points for correctly
identified low priority target, -120 for
incorrectly identified low priority target, 100 for not identified low priority target
100 points for correctly destroyed high
priority target, -120 for incorrectly destroyed
high priority target, -100 for not destroyed
high priority target, 80 for correctly
destroyed low priority target, -100 for
incorrectly destroyed low priority, -80 for
not destroyed low priority target at the end
of the mission
-5 points for every unit not at proper altitude
range
-5 points for every unit not at proper
airspeed range
-200 points if returned to base early or late
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4.4.1. Hypothesis
Hypothesis (1): (Expected result) Participants’ will perform better when interacting with
agents that have personality compared to no personality with respect to the dependent
variables listed in Table 17.
Null: No significant difference. Alternative: Significant difference
4.4.2. Subjects
Participants in this phase consisted of the same twelve subjects who participated
in Experimental Phase II.
4.4.3. Apparatus
The apparatus used in this phase were the same apparatus that was used in
experimental phase II.
4.4.4. Procedure
Data were collected during Phase II so the procedure is identical to that described
in Phase II.
4.4.5. Results
Participants’ performance was analyzed via planned analysis of variance
(ANOVA) for each separate dependent variable. The alpha criterion was set to 0.05. Posthoc Tukey’s tests were run to analyze significant main effects. The Statistical Analysis
System (SAS) release 6.12 was used for this analysis.
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Results for Hypothesis (1)
Table 19 lists the mean values, Tukey differences, for all the dependent variables
with respect to computer agent personality type (CAP-A, CAP-B, and Computer Agent
with No Personality).
Table 19. Results summary.
Computer Agent personality Type

Performance
Tukey Differences
(Means)
Ranked
Portion of high priority targets correctly identified * +
CAP-A
0.89167
A
CAP-B
0.86667
A
Computer Agent with No Personality
0.70833
B
Portion of high priority targets incorrectly identified
CAP-A
0.03333
A
CAP-B
0.04167
A
Computer Agent with No Personality
0.12500
A
Portion of high priority targets not identified * +
CAP-A
0.07500
A
CAP-B
0.09167
A
Computer Agent with No Personality
0.23333
B
Portion of low priority targets correctly identified * +
CAP-A
0.92667
A
CAP-B
0.79833
A
Computer Agent with No Personality
0.63083
B
Portion of low priority targets incorrectly identified
CAP-A
0.00000
A
CAP-B
0.03667
A
Computer Agent with No Personality
0.07333
A
Portion of low priority targets not identified *
CAP-A
0.08250
A
CAP-B
0.16500
A B
Computer Agent with No Personality
0.28583
B
Portion of high priority targets correctly destroyed *
CAP-A
0.73667
A
CAP-B
0.61417
A B
Computer Agent with No Personality
0.53917
B
Portion of high priority targets incorrectly destroyed
CAP-A
0.01500
A
CAP-B
0.09750
A
Computer Agent with No Personality
0.05250
A
Portion of high priority targets not destroyed *
CAP-A
0.24750
A
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CAP-B
0.28667
A B
Computer Agent with No Personality
0.40000
B
Portion of low priority targets correctly destroyed *
CAP-A
0.7808
A
CAP-B
0.6382
B
Computer Agent with No Personality
0.5683
B
Portion of low priority targets incorrectly destroyed
CAP-A
0.04500
A
CAP-B
0.06000
A
Computer gent with No Personality
0.14333
A
Portion of low priority targets not destroyed *
CAP-A
0.17250
A
CAP-B
0.29417
B
Computer Agent with No Personality
0.36167
B
Number of times an airspeed fault occurs *
CAP-A
1.417
A
CAP-B
6.417
B
Computer Agent with No Personality
7.333
B
Number of times an altitude fault occurs *
CAP-A
0.6667
A
CAP-B
2.3333
A B
Computer Agent with No Personality
2.6667
B
Number of UCAVs returned to base early or late *
CAP-A
2.1667
A
CAP-B
2.5833
A B
Computer Agent with No Personality
3.2500
B
Simulation Score * +
CAP-A
2047.1
A
CAP-B
1308.3
A
Computer Agent with No Personality
-265.4
B

4.4.6. Discussions Experimental Phase III - Evaluating Agent Personalities
For 12 of the 16 dependent variables there was a significant difference in
performance in CAP-A compared to CAP-NP (marked with an * in Table 19). Further
more, 4 of the 16 dependent variables (portion of high priority targets correctly identified,
portion of high priority targets not identified, portion of low priority targets correctly
identified, and simulation score) indicated a significant difference in performance in
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CAP-B compared to CAP-NP (marked with + in Table 19). Three dependent variables
indicated significant differences between CAP-A and CAP-B.
For dependent variables portion of high priority targets incorrectly identified,
portion of low priority targets incorrectly identified, portion of high priority targets
incorrectly destroyed, and portion of low priority targets incorrectly destroyed there were
no significant difference in the computer agent personality types. Lack of differences in
these dependent variables is due to the fact that participants either missed or correctly
identified and destroyed the targets rather than incorrectly identifying and destroying the
targets. This is because more points are deducted from the overall simulation score for
identifying and destroying a target incorrectly rather than not identifying and destroying
the target.
While there were only three statistically significant differences in performance
between the two computer agents with personality (portion of low priority targets
correctly destroyed, portion of low priority targets not destroyed, and number of times an
airspeed fault occurs), the percentage differences across dependent variables range from a
low of 2% to 12% (Table 20). While not statistically significant there is trend for better
performance with CAP-A. Also, while 12% may not be statistically significant,
identifying and destroying 12% fewer targets would not be acceptable. In general, the
task was difficult, as supervisory control tasks are, therefore improvements are
meaningful.
A significant difference for the dependent variables number of times an altitude
fault occurs and number of UCAVs not returned on time, also indicates the fact that
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human performance is better with computer agents having a personality than with an
agent having no personality.
One might argue that the differences in performance are based on different or
enhanced feedback rather than due to the personality. If it is based solely on feedback we
would expect even less difference than 12% between CAP-A and CAP-B, as the primary
difference in these personalities tended to be related to voice tone, compliments, etc.
Subjects always performed the exact same task with the exact same targets. Humanhuman collaboration is always intertwined with personality. The feedback we receive
from team members often depends on their personality. As engineers and designers we
are always looking for ways to improve feedback. The fact that we can provide better
feedback to the UCAV operator if we incorporate personality is a positive outcome.
These findings support Hoc’s (2001) claim that human-machine collaboration can be
enhanced by addressing social aspects of human-machine collaboration.
Another important implication of this research is that in order to develop
computer agents with personalities may not be essential to provide the tactile information
via a tactile vest. That is, computer agents can be modeled with personalities solely based
on auditory and visual information for the humans to perceive the personalities as
modeled. When participants were asked to describe the actions, language, and/or
behaviors that gave them the impression of personality based on their interaction with the
computer agent personalities modeled in Phase II, many of them described their
perception of personality based on how the agent communicated with them via auditory
and visual and was not based on the tactile information (see Table 15 and Table 16).
However, future research is warranted where tactile feedback is not tied to the task but to
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more social human-human interaction such as pats on the back, handshaking, tickling,
etc.
Table 20. Average differences in scores between conditions
CAP-A vs
CAP-B vs Computer
Computer Agent
Agent with No
with No Personality Personality
Portion of high
priority targets
correctly identified
Portion of high
priority targets
incorrectly identified
Portion of high
priority targets not
identified
Portion of low priority
targets correctly
identified
Portion of low priority
targets incorrectly
identified
Portion of low priority
targets not identified
Portion of high
priority targets
correctly destroyed
Portion of high
priority targets
incorrectly destroyed
Portion of high
priority targets not
destroyed
Portion of low priority
targets correctly
destroyed
Portion of low priority
targets incorrectly
destroyed
Portion of low priority
targets not destroyed
Number of times an
airspeed fault occurs

CAP-A vs CAPB

18.34%
Significant

15.84%
Significant

2.5%

9.16%

8.33%

0.83%

15.83%
Significant

14.16%
Significant

1.66%

29.58%
Significant

16.75%
Significant

12.84%

7.33%

3.66%

3.66%

20.33%
Significant

12.08%

8.25%

19.75%
Significant

7.5%

6.25%

3.75%

4.5%

8.25%

15.25%
Significant

11.33%

3.917%

21.25%
Significant

6.9%

14.26%
Significant

9.8%

8.3%

1.5%

18.91%
Significant
5.91
Significant

6.75

12.16%
Significant
5.27
Significant

0.916
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Number of times an
altitude fault occurs
Number of UCAVs
returned to base early
or late
Simulation Score

2
Significant

0.33

1.666

1.083
Significant
2312.5
Significant

0.667

0.416

1573.7
Significant

738.8
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5.

SUMMARY

This research addresses incorporating personality into computer agents.
Modeling of computer agents with personalities was achieved through a three
experimental phase process. In Experimental Phase 1, three methods were used to
capture significant personality traits in terms of the actions, language, and/or behaviors
that people attribute to different personalities in the context of collaboration or teamwork.
In Experimental Phase II, computer agents were created with personalities and validated
by incorporating the actions, language, and/or behaviors gathered from Phase I. In
Experimental Phase III, empirical evaluation of human machine collaborative
performance was conducted.
Empirical results from a simulated military mission, SEAD mission, indicated that
humans were able to identify and perceive significant actions, language, and/or behaviors
associated with the computer agent personalities modeled. A significant interaction
between different computer agent personalities and subtraits indicated that humans were
also able to perceive the different computer agent personalities modeled. In addition,
human performance was improved when interacting with agents having a personality
versus agent with no personality. Personalizing agents may enhance human-machine
collaboration in complex systems and may also enhance the enjoyment of virtual
environments (VE) and computer games.
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5.1.

Future Studies

This research addressed the importance, need, and a technique for modeling
computer agents with personalities. However, this research is a starting step towards the
development of complex computer agent personalities that act/react with humans similar
to human-human collaboration.
Additional research is definitely required to model these complicated computer
agent personalities. The actions, language, and/or behaviors obtained from Experimental
Phase I is not complete. Different methods should be employed to elicit this information.
Also, the Big Five Factor personality trait model used in the research does not
comprehend traits such as loyalty, bravery, courage, and others which may be useful
when modeling different computer agent personalities. Incorporating these additional
traits might help in differentiating between the different agent personalities. Future
studies should focus on expanding the actions, language and/or behaviors to include the
above traits.
When subjects interacted with the agents and rated their perceptions of the
personality there were differences in 22 of 30 subtraits. How can the subtraits that were
not perceived be modeled? And what other actions, language, and behaviors can be used
to give rise to the perceptions of personality? These are important research questions that
require further exploration.
Future studies should also focus on using a broader rating scale such as a
magnitude estimation, to rate the computer agent personalities perceived. This is due to
the fact that the rating scale used in this research may not have enough distance/gap
between them which might have resulted in neutral ratings for CAP-B. In magnitude
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estimation, subjects are presented with a stimulus and are asked to associate a
quantitative value. Subjects are then presented a series of stimuli and asked to associate a
quantitative value relative to the stimulus. Using magnitude estimation to rate computer
agent personalities may be an improvement to traditional voting scales.
In order to create more realistic computer agent personalities, future research
should include incorporating facial features, and gestures in addition to the multi-modal
way of representing personality traits. This would help humans in perceiving the subtle
differences in various agent personalities modeled. Research should also focus on
developing semantics and rules for more natural, dynamic, and real time interaction
between humans and machines.
This research looked at incorporating computer agents with personalities and how
the agents would communicate with the human operators for enhanced system
performance. Technological advancements in the field of emotion sensing, recognition,
and expression by machines is critical for a two-way real time effective communication
to exist between humans and machines.
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6.

CONCLUSIONS

There are many issues to explore in the area of computer supported collaborative
work (CSCW). This research concentrated on the personality aspect of CSCW to enhance
collaboration between human agents and automated agents. This research developed a
systematic approach to the design and development of computer agents with personality.
Results indicated that humans do perceive personality in the collaborative computer
agents and human performance was enhanced when they were incorporated into a UCAV
control task. A look at the actions, language, and/or behaviors perceived and also ratings
of the computer agent personalities in Phase II by subjects (based on their interaction
with the computer agent personalities) suggest that personality traits of the Big Five
Factor model might bring effective communication from computer agents. Specifically
personality traits such as Friendliness, Gregariousness, Assertiveness, Activity Level,
Cheerfulness, Trust, Cooperation, Self Efficacy, Dutifulness, Achievement Striving,
Cautiousness, Anger, and Emotionality were perceived and rated by subjects as the traits
that would aid in effective communication. However, future research is needed to
continue to define the remaining Big Five Factor personality traits and how these
personality traits can be incorporated and to understand the effects on human
performance. This might in the future lead to the possibility of matching specific
computer agent personalities with the human agent personality for better performance.
This might also help in identifying the personality traits for effective communication
between humans and machines and human-machine collaborative performance.
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Corporations that use web-based sales may have more repeat customers if the users
believe they are interacting on a more personal level in order to achieve their desired
goals. Computer agents that are more “human like” will improve training simulations
such as those used in military training and may also provide more positive perceptions
(trust) of the computer systems. Computerized learning systems for students in K-12 can
be designed with personalities that are matched to student needs and may help increase
student potential. Computer agents with personalities may also help move toward the
goal of ubiquitous computing, where the interaction between humans and systems is
seamless. This may result in more people using the computer based systems because they
will be easier to use.
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APPENDIX A
Description of Subtraits of the Big Five Factor Model
Extraversion Facets:
• Friendliness: Friendly people genuinely like other people and openly demonstrate
positive feelings toward others. They make friends quickly and it is easy for them to
form close, intimate relationships. Low scorers on friendliness are not necessarily
cold and hostile, but they do not reach out to others and are perceived as distant and
reserved.
• Gregariousness: Gregarious people find the company of others pleasantly stimulating
and rewarding. They enjoy the excitement of crowds. Low scorers tend to feel
overwhelmed by, and therefore actively avoid, large crowds. They do not necessarily
dislike being with people sometimes, but their need for privacy and time to
themselves is much greater than for individuals who score high on this scale.
• Assertiveness: High scorers in assertiveness like to speak out, take charge, and direct
the activities of others. They tend to be leaders of groups. Low scorers tend not to talk
much and let others control the activities of groups.
• Activity Level: Active individuals lead fast-paced, busy lives. They move about
quickly, energetically, and vigorously, and they are involved in many activities.
People who score low on this scale follow a slower and more leisurely, relaxed pace.
• Excitement-Seeking: High scorers on this scale are easily bored without high levels of
stimulation. They love bright lights and hustle and bustle. They are likely to take risks
and seek thrills. Low scorers are overwhelmed by noise and commotion and are
averse to thrill seeking.
• Cheerfulness: This scale measures positive mood and feelings, not negative emotions
(which are a part of the Neuroticism domain). Persons who score high on this scale
typically experience a range of positive feelings, including happiness, enthusiasm,
optimism, and joy. Low scorers are not as prone to such energetic, high spirits.
Agreeableness Facets:
• Trust: A person with high trust assumes that most people are fair, honest, and have
good intentions. Persons low in trust sees others as selfish, devious, and potentially
dangerous.
• Morality: High scorers on this scale see no need for pretense or manipulation when
dealing with others and are therefore candid, frank, and sincere. Low scorers believe
that a certain amount of deception in social relationships is necessary. People find it
relatively easy to relate to the straightforward high-scorers on this scale. They
generally find it more difficult to relate to the unstraightforward lows corers on this
scale. It should be made clear that low scorers are not unprincipled or immoral; they
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are simply more guarded and less willing to openly reveal the whole truth.
• Altruism: Altruistic people find helping other people genuinely rewarding.
Consequently, they are generally willing to assist those who are in need. Altruistic
people find that doing things for others is a form of self-fulfillment rather than selfsacrifice. Low scorers on this scale do not particularly like helping those in need.
Requests for help feel like an imposition rather than an opportunity for selffulfillment.
• Cooperation: Individuals who score high on this scale dislike confrontations. They are
perfectly willing to compromise or to deny their own needs in order to get along with
others. Those who score low on this scale are more likely to intimidate others to get
their way.
• Modesty: High scorers on this scale do not like to claim that they are better than other
people. In some cases this attitude may derive from low self-confidence or selfesteem. Nonetheless, some people with high self-esteem find immodesty unseemly.
Those who are willing to describe themselves as superior tend to be seen as
disagreeably arrogant by other people.
• Sympathy: People who score high on this scale are tenderhearted and compassionate.
They feel the pain of others vicariously and are easily moved to pity. Low scorers are
not affected strongly by human suffering. They pride themselves on making objective
judgments based on reason. They are more concerned with truth and impartial justice
than with mercy.
Conscientiousness Facets:
• Self-Efficacy: Self-Efficacy describes confidence in one's ability to accomplish
things. High scorers believe they have the intelligence (common sense), drive, and
self-control necessary for achieving success. Low scorers do not feel effective, and
may have a sense that they are not in control of their lives.
• Orderliness: Persons with high scores on orderliness are well organized. They like to
live according to routines and schedules. They keep lists and make plans. Low scorers
tend to be disorganized and scattered.
• Dutifulness: This scale reflects the strength of a person's sense of duty and obligation.
Those who score high on this scale have a strong sense of moral obligation. Low
scorers find contracts, rules, and regulations overly confining. They are likely to be
seen as unreliable or even irresponsible.
• Achievement-Striving: Individuals who score high on this scale strive hard to achieve
excellence. Their drive to be recognized as successful keeps them on track toward
their lofty goals. They often have a strong sense of direction in life, but extremely
high scores may be too single-minded and obsessed with their work. Low scorers are
content to get by with a minimal amount of work, and might be seen by others as
lazy.
• Self-Discipline: Self-discipline–what many people call will power–refers to the
ability to persist at difficult or unpleasant tasks until they are completed. People who
possess high self-discipline are able to overcome reluctance to begin tasks and stay on
track despite distractions. Those with low self-discipline procrastinate and show poor
follow-through, often failing to complete tasks-even tasks they want very much to
complete.
• Cautiousness: Cautiousness describes the disposition to think through possibilities
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before acting. High scorers on the cautiousness scale take their time when making
decisions. Low scorers often say or do first thing that comes to mind without
deliberating alternatives and the probable consequences of those alternatives.
Neuroticism Facets:
• Anxiety: The "fight-or-flight" system of the brain of anxious individuals is too easily
and too often engaged. Therefore, people who are high in anxiety often feel like
something dangerous is about to happen. They may be afraid of specific situations or
be just generally fearful. They feel tense, jittery, and nervous. Persons low in anxiety
are generally calm and fearless.
• Anger: Persons who score high in anger feel enraged when things do not go their
way. They are sensitive about being treated fairly and feel resentful and bitter when
they feel they are being cheated. This scale measures the tendency to feel angry;
whether or not the person expresses annoyance and hostility depends on the
individual's level on Agreeableness. Low scorers do not get angry often or easily.
• Depression: This scale measures the tendency to feel sad, dejected, and discouraged.
High scorers lack energy and have difficult initiating activities. Low scorers tend to
be free from these depressive feelings.
• Self-Consciousness: Self-conscious individuals are sensitive about what others think
of them. Their concern about rejection and ridicule cause them to feel shy and
uncomfortable abound others. They are easily embarrassed and often feel ashamed.
Their fears that others will criticize or make fun of them are exaggerated and
unrealistic, but their awkwardness and discomfort may make these fears a selffulfilling prophecy. Low scorers, in contrast, do not suffer from the mistaken
impression that everyone is watching and judging them. They do not feel nervous in
social situations.
• Immoderation: Immoderate individuals feel strong cravings and urges that they have
difficulty resisting. They tend to be oriented toward short-term pleasures and rewards
rather than long- term consequences. Low scorers do not experience strong,
irresistible cravings and consequently do not find themselves tempted to overindulge.
• Vulnerability: High scorers on vulnerability experience panic, confusion, and
helplessness when under pressure or stress. Low scorers feel more poised, confident,
and clear thinking when stressed.
Openness Facets:
• Imagination: To imaginative individuals, the real world is often too plain and
ordinary. High scorers on this scale use fantasy as a way of creating a richer, more
interesting world. Low scorers on this scale are more oriented to facts than fantasy.
• Artistic Interests: High scorers on this scale love beauty, both in art and in nature.
They become easily involved and absorbed in artistic and natural events. They are not
necessarily artistically trained or talented, although many will be. The defining
features of this scale are interest in, and appreciation of natural and artificial beauty.
Low scorers lack aesthetic sensitivity and interest in the arts.
• Emotionality: Persons high on emotionality have good access to and awareness of
their own feelings. Low scorers are less aware of their feelings and tend not to
express their emotions openly.
• Adventurousness: High scorers on adventurousness are eager to try new activities,
travel to foreign lands, and experience different things. They find familiarity and
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•

•

routine boring, and will take a new route home just because it is different. Low
scorers tend to feel uncomfortable with change and prefer familiar routines.
Intellect: Intellect and artistic interests are the two most important, central aspects of
openness to experience. High scorers on intellect love to play with ideas. They are
open-minded to new and unusual ideas, and like to debate intellectual issues. They
enjoy riddles, puzzles, and brainteasers. Low scorers on Intellect prefer dealing with
people or things rather than ideas. They regard intellectual exercises as a waste of
time. Intellect should not be equated with intelligence. Intellect is an intellectual style,
not an intellectual ability, although high scorers on intellect score slightly higher than
low-Intellect individuals on standardized intelligence tests.
Liberalism: Psychological liberalism refers to a readiness to challenge authority,
convention, and traditional values. In its most extreme form, psychological liberalism
can even represent outright hostility toward rules, sympathy for law-breakers, and
love of ambiguity, chaos, and disorder. Psychological conservatives prefer the
security and stability brought by conformity to tradition. Psychological liberalism and
conservatism are not identical to political affiliation, but certainly incline individuals
toward certain political parties.
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APPENDIX B
Balanced Latin Square for the Computer Team Member Method
Key:

1 = Computer player 1 (Nigel)
2 = Computer player 2 (Kelly)
3 = Computer player 3 (Yvonne)
Participant Culture
and Gender
American Men

Indian Men

American Women

Indian Women

Participant
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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Order of Presentation
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

2
3
1
3
1
2
2
3
1
3
1
2
2
3
1
3
1
2
2
3
1
3
1
2

3
1
2
2
3
1
3
1
2
2
3
1
3
1
2
2
3
1
3
1
2
2
3
1

APPENDIX C
Experimental Phase I – Participants Informed Consent Document

TITLE:

INFORMED CONSENT DOCUMENT
Designing Computer Agents with Personalities
to Improve Human-Machine Collaboration in
Complex Systems.

AGREEMENT TO PARTICIPATE:

I have freely agreed to participate in this
research study and understand that participation
is voluntary.

PURPOSE OF STUDY:

The objective of this research study is to
identify the actions, language, and/or behaviors
that human subjects indicate signify the
personality traits as described by the Big Five
Factor model (a tool for studying personality by
accounting for different personality traits
through which humans differ from one another)
in the context of collaboration or teamwork.

TREATMENT(S)/PROCEDURE(S):

I will be comfortably seated in front of the
monitor with adequate lighting in the room,
much like an office environment. I will be given
breaks throughout the experiment at specified
time intervals. I will then be asked to take the
IPIP-NEO questionnaire to record my
personality type lasting approximately 45-60
minutes before administering one of the three
methods. I will be shown on a computer screen
each of the facets of the Big Five Factor model
along with its description one at a time in a
random order. I will be asked to rate each facet
on a scale of 1 to 5 (1-very descriptive, 5-not at
all descriptive) a total of 30 facets lasting
approximately 15 -20 minutes. Once I finish the
ratings, I will be asked to type (describe) my
experiences specifically focusing on what
language, actions or behavior the team member
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exhibited that gave me the impression of those
personality traits.
BENEFITS AND RISKS:

There are minimal risks involved. I may
experience fatigue, stress, or headaches from
using the computer interface, similar to what I
experience in typical word processing tasks.
There are no direct benefits.

REMUNERATION:

I understand that I will not be paid for my
participation in this research study.

CONFIDENTIALITY:

I understand that no names or other such
personal identifiers will be used in this study.
Instead, I understand that the subject
identification number will be used to link the
data generated and the study will not report any
individual performances. Refusal to participate
will involve no penalty or loss of benefits to
which I am otherwise entitled and I may
discontinue participation at any time without
penalty or loss of benefits to which I am
entitled. At the end of the study, performance
data will be securely locked on the principal
investigators cs.wright.edu/gamma account,
which is password protected.

WHOM TO CONTACT:

I understand that if I have any questions about
this research study, I can contact one of the
principal
investigators
SASANKA
PRABHALA @ 775-5152 or JENNIE
GALLIMORE @ 775-5072. If I have general
questions about giving consent or my rights as a
research participant in this research study, I can
call the Wright State University Institutional
Review Board at 937-775-4462.

VOLUNTARY CONSENT:

My signature below means that I have freely
agreed to participate in this research study. I
have the right to stop participating in this study
at any time. I have the right to see my data and
to withdraw from the study at any time. I can
receive information about the group results of
the study upon request. My e-mail address
below indicates my request for summary results
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that will be sent to me after all data have been
collected and analyzed.
SIGNATURE/DATE LINES:
(Typed Name/Signature of Participant) (Date)
(E-mail address of Participant, if results are
requested)
(Typed Name/Signature of
Principal Investigator)
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Date

APPENDIX D
Computer Agent Personality A
Time
(min)
16.0

Elapsed
Time (sec)

Target Properties

15.05

55

Airspeed (3)

1

14.14

51

25, highP, SE
18, lowP, SF, popR

2

14.09

5

Airspeed (1)

1

13.47

22

1, lowP, Knw, popR

1

13.43

4

Airspeed (3)

1

13.22

25

26, highP, SF, popR

1

Greeting

# of
Tasks
1

Personality Trait Descriptions
- Hey, name, how’s it going? OK partner, let’s get this mission
done. Ok we have 7 known enemy targets out there. The first
one will be in range of UCAV 3 in about 1 minute
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color
- There are 2 new targets. I think you better hit 25 first
- Vest
- Great job on the kill partner (18 destroyed)
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color
- Vest
- Let’s get him (em’)
- Sorry but that ammo was the wrong type (EL,ES)
- You sure this is the correct ammo? (EM)
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color
- vest
- What is that guy?
- Hey, that was excellent work partner (after 26 identification)
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13.14

8

Altitude (1,4)

2

12.29

45

2, highP, Knw, popT, NR

2

10, highP, Knw, popR

12.21

8

Airspeed (3)

1

12.18

3

Altitude (1)

1

12.08

10

20, lowP, SE, popR

1

12.0
11.29

8
31

27, lowP, Knw
3, highP, SF, popR

1
1

11.28

1

Airspeed (1)

1

11.24

4

Altitude (3)

1

10.53

31

2

10.20

33

11, lowP, Knw
21, highP, Knw, popR
4, lowP, PND, popR

1

- vest
- Altitude are highlighted in red color
- vest
- Target flashed 5 times
- I think you better hit 10 first
- Vest
- Whoops wrong ammo again (EL,EM)
- You sure this is the correct ammo (ES)
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color
- Vest
- Altitude is highlighted in red color
- Vest
- Identify target 20, but also 27 is almost in range
- I just got notified of an unknown target near UCAV 1
(anticipation)
- Awesome job. We are fantastic (after 3 identified)
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color
- Vest
- Altitude is highlighted in red color
- Get 21, then destroy 11
- Vest
- Vest
- Piece of cake!
- Pay attention you are missing too many enemies (after
identifying enemy as friend)
- Pay attention, wrong ammo again. Keep trying (EL,ES)
- You sure this is the correct ammo (EM)
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10.0

20

19, highP, Knw, popT,
NR

1

9.40

20

Airspeed (3)

1

9.33

7

Airspeed (2)

1

9.19
9.11

14
8

12, highP, SF
Altitude (1,4)

1
2

9.01

10

13, lowP, PND, popT,
NR

1

8.45

16

Airspeed (1)

1

8.39
8.33

6
6

29, highP, Knw, popR
6, lowP, PND, popT, NR

1
1

8.18

15

Airspeed (3)

1

8.0

18

Greeting

1

7.58

2

Airspeed (4)

1

7.08

50

22, highP, SF, popR

1

- Vest
- Target flashed 5 times
- Let’s get him on our way back
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color
- I think it’s a friend. I am 60% sure
- Vest
- Altitude are highlighted in red color
- Vest
- Target flashed 5 times
- Let’s go after it now
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color
- Vest
- Vest
- Target flashed 5 times
- Go get him now!
- What’s the problem? (after identifying enemy as friend)
- You need to do better with ammo selection (EL,EM)
- You sure this is the correct ammo (ES)
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color
- We are doing great – what a team. Looks like we have a short
break
- Hey, Joke
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color
- Vest
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7.0

8

30, highP, PND, popT

1

6.56

4

Altitude (2)

1

6.40
6.09

16
31

24, lowP, Knw
14, highP, PND, popT,
NR
31, highP, PND, popT

1
2

6.06
6.02

3
4

7, highP, PND, popR
Airspeed (1)

1
1

6.0
5.58

2
2

Greeting
32, highP, SE, popR

1
1

5.35

23

Airspeed (3)

1

5.08

27

Altitude (1,4)

2

4.54
4.50

14
4

8, lowP. Knw
16, highP, SF, popR

1
1

4.39

11

Altitude (3)

1

- Better pay attention, high priority
- Vest
- Should we get him now or later?
- Vest
- Altitude is highlighted in red color
- Vest
- Target flashed 5 times
- Vest
- Target flashed 5 times
- Oh no another one, UCAV 1, target 7, is unknown
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color
- Hey, name we did an awesome job – great working with you
- Vest
- Pay attention – you are missing too many enemies (after
identifying enemy as friend)
- Pay attention wrong ammo again (EL,EM)
- You sure this is the correct ammo (ES)
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color
- Vest
- Altitude are highlighted in red color
- Here is the last known target. Let’s finish this!
- Vest
- What’s the problem(after identifying enemy as friend)
- Whoops wrong ammo selection (EL,EM)
- You sure this is the correct ammo (ES)
- Vest
- Altitude is highlighted in red color
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4.14

25

Airspeed (3)

1

3.20

54

Airspeed (1)

1

3.0

20

Airspeed (3)

1

2.50
1.34

20
76

Compliment
Airspeed (3)

1
1

1.31

3

Altitude (2)

1

1.30

20

Reminder

1

1.05

25

Altitude (1,4)

2

0.39

26

Airspeed (1)

1

0.11

28

Airspeed (3)

1

- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color
- We finished the mission and our troops will be safer
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color
- Vest
- Altitude is highlighted in red color
- Make sure all our UCAVs are heading home
- Mission time flashed for the last 1 ½ minutes for UCAVs to
return to the base
- Vest
- Altitude are highlighted in red color
- Vest
- Great job – you are a great partner – let’s team up again
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color

Notes:
• The sensors are turned on for longer duration (for a duration of 40 For loops)
• When airspeed/altitude falls below the specified level, no action is taken, automatically sets to the appropriate level
• Identified unknown targets are represented immediately on the map panel
• Destroyed targets are removed immediately from the map panel
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APPENDIX E
Computer Agent Personality B
Time
(min)
16.0
15.05

Elapsed
Time (sec)

14.14

51

25, highP, SE
18, lowP, SF, popR

2

14.09

5

Airspeed (1)

1

13.47

22

1, lowP, Knw, popR

1

13.43

4

Airspeed (3)

1

13.22

25

26, highP, SF, popR

1

13.14

8

Altitude (1,4)

2

55

Target Properties
Greeting
Airspeed (3)

# of
Tasks
1
1

Personality Trait Descriptions
- Hello (monotone voice)
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Target 25 in range
- Vest
- No auditory complimentary (18 destroyed)
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Vest (wrong reminder)
- That was a wrong selection of ammo (EM,ES)
- No visual indication of being risk averse
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Identify target 26
- That was a disappointing work (after 26 wrongly identified)
- vest
- Altitude are highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
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12.29

45

2, highP, Knw, popT, NR

2

10, highP, Knw, popR
12.21

8

Airspeed (3)

1

12.18

3

Altitude (1)

1

12.08
12.0
11.29

10
8
31

20, lowP, SE, popR
27, lowP, Knw
3, highP, SF, popR

1
1
1

11.28

1

Airspeed (1)

1

11.24

4

Altitude (3)

1

10.53

31

2

10.20

33

11, lowP, Knw
21, highP, Knw, popR
4, lowP, PND, popR

10.0

20

19, highP, Knw, popT,
NR

1

9.40

20

Airspeed (3)

1

1

- vest
- Target not flashed
- Vest
- That was easy – what’s your problem (EL,ES)
- No visual indicator of being risk averse
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Vest
- Altitude is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Vest
- Destroy target 27
- Identify target 3
- This mission is making me work too hard (after 3 identified)
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Vest
- Altitude is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Destroy 11 and then destroy 21
- Vest
- Identify the target
- Pay attention that was an easy target, you blew it (after
identifying enemy as friend)
- I think you are the only person who makes ammo mistakes
(EL,ES)
- No visual indicator of being risk averse
- Vest
- Pay attention, high priority
- Target not flashed
- Vest
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9.33

7

Airspeed (2)

1

9.19
9.11

14
8

12, highP, SF
Altitude (1,4)

1
2

9.01

10

13, lowP, PND, popT,
NR

1

8.45

16

Airspeed (1)

1

8.39
8.33

6
6

29, highP, Knw, popR
6, lowP, PND, popT, NR

1
1

8.18

15

Airspeed (3)

1

8.0
7.58

18
2

Greeting
Airspeed (4)

1
1

7.08

50

22, highP, SF, popR

1

7.0
6.56

8
4

30, highP, PND, popT
Altitude (2)

1
1

6.40
6.09

16
31

24, lowP, Knw
14, highP, PND, popT,
NR

1
2

- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- I am not 100% sure it’s a friend
- Vest
- Altitude are highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Vest
- Target not flashed
- I don’t know what we should do. You decide
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Vest
- Vest
- Target not flashed
- Why cant you get it right (after identifying enemy as friend)
- You are the only person who makes ammo mistakes
- No visual indicator of being risk averse
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Hey there. I think we are doing great (monotone voice)
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Vest
- Please identify
- Vest
- Vest
- Altitude is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- vest (wrong reminder)
- Vest
- Target not flashed
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31, highP, PND, popT
6.06

3

7, highP, PND, popR

1

6.02

4

Airspeed (1)

1

6.0
5.58

2
2

Complaining
32, highP, SE, popR

1
1

5.35

23

Airspeed (3)

1

5.08

27

Altitude (1,4)

2

4.54

14

8, lowP. Knw

1

4.50

4

16, highP, SF, popR

1

4.39

11

Altitude (3)

1

4.14

25

Airspeed (3)

1

3.20

54

Airspeed (1)

1

3.0

20

Airspeed (3)

1

- Also please identify target 31
- Target not flashed
- Vest
- Identify target 7
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- I’m having to work too hard, I wish I could take a break
- Vest
- Only you could do such a thing (after identifying enemy as
friend)
- That was disappointing job (EL,EM)
- No visual indicator of being risk averse
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Vest
- Altitude are highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Vest (wrong reminder)
- Destroy target
- Vest
- I think we are done with all the targets
- No visual indicator of being risk averse
- Vest
- Altitude is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color
(indicated at level 2)
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color
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2.50
1.34

20
76

Compliment
Airspeed (3)

1
1

1.31

3

Altitude (2)

1

1.30

20

Reminder

1

1.05

25

Altitude (1,4)

2

0.39

26

Airspeed (1)

1

0.11

28

Airspeed (3)

1

(indicated at level 2)
- No auditory compliment
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Vest
- Altitude is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- No auditory reminder to make sure all UCAVs are heading
home
- Mission time is indicated in red color for the last 1 ½ minutes
for the UCAVs to return to the base
- Vest
- Altitude are highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Vest
- No auditory compliment
- Vest
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)

Notes:
• The sensors are turned on for only a short duration (for a duration of 20 For loops)
• When airspeed/altitude falls below the specified level, no action is taken, automatically sets to the appropriate level (at the very last
minute)
• Identified unknown targets are represented immediately on the map panel
• Destroyed targets are removed from the map panel after a delay of 3 seconds
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APPENDIX F
Computer Agent with No Personality
Time (min)

Elapsed
Time
(sec)

16.0
15.05
14.14

55
51

14.09
13.47
13.43
13.22
13.14
12.29

5
22
4
25
8
45

12.21
12.18
12.08

8
3
10

Target Properties
Greeting
Airspeed (3)
25, highP, SE
18, lowP, SF, popR
Airspeed (1)
1, lowP, Knw, popR
Airspeed (3)
26, highP, SF, popR
Altitude (1,4)
2, highP, Knw, popT, NR
10, highP, Knw, popR
Airspeed (3)
Altitude (1)
20, lowP, SE, popR

# of
Tasks
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1

Personality Trait Descriptions

- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Altitude are highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Target flashed 5 times
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Altitude is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
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12.0
11.29
11.28
11.24
10.53

8
31
1
4
31

10.20
10.0
9.40
9.33
9.19
9.11
9.01
8.45
8.39
8.33
8.18
8.0
7.58
7.08
7.0
6.56
6.40
6.09

33
20
20
7
14
8
10
16
6
6
15
18
2
50
8
4
16
31

6.06
6.02
6.0
5.58
5.35

3
4
2
2
23

27, lowP, Knw
3, highP, SF, popR
Airspeed (1)
Altitude (3)
11, lowP, Knw
21, highP, Knw, popR
4, lowP, PND, popR
19, highP, Knw, popT, NR
Airspeed (3)
Airspeed (2)
12, highP, SF
Altitude (1,4)
13, lowP, PND, popT, NR
Airspeed (1)
29, highP, Knw, popR
6, lowP, PND, popT, NR
Airspeed (3)
Greeting
Airspeed (4)
22, highP, SF, popR
30, highP, PND, popT
Altitude (2)
24, lowP, Knw
14, highP, PND, popT, NR
31, highP, PND, popT
7, highP, PND, popR
Airspeed (1)
Greeting
32, highP, SE, popR
Airspeed (3)

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Altitude is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)

- Target flashed 5 times
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Altitude are highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Target flashed 5 times
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Target flashed 5 times
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Altitude is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Target flashed 5 times
- Target flashed 5 times
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
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5.08
4.54
4.50
4.39
4.14
3.20
3.0
2.50
1.34
1.31
1.30

27
14
4
11
25
54
20
20
76
3
20

Altitude (1,4)
8, lowP. Knw
16, highP, SF, popR
Altitude (3)
Airspeed (3)
Airspeed (1)
Airspeed (3)
Compliment
Airspeed (3)
Altitude (2)
Reminder

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1.05
0.39
0.11

25
26
28

Altitude (1,4)
Airspeed (1)
Airspeed (3)

2
1
1

- Altitude are highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Altitude is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Altitude is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Mission time flashed for the last 1 ½ minutes for the UCAV
to return to the base
- Altitude are highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
- Airspeed is highlighted in red color (indicated at level 2)
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APPENDIX G
Circuit Diagram

9 page motors in parallel

M

R

+ 3.0 volts

M

M

R

R

On/off input
from digital I/O
Resistor: 1 K-Ohm
Capacitor: 1000 M-Fared
Suppression diodes: 1N4001
NPN transistor: 3904 or 3409
Pager motor: C1030B028F
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Power
Supply

Electromechanical Pancake Style Pager Motor (C1030B028F) Details

1. General Description : This specification applies to coin-shape permanent-magnetic
motor DC model 1030B028F
2. Operating Condition
Item
Specification
2-1
Rated voltage
2-2
Operating voltage
2-3
Direction of vibration
2-4
Operating environment
2-5
Storage environment

Conditions
3.0V DC
2.5~4.0V DC
Side to side.
-20~+60°C, Ordinary Humidity
-30~+70°C, Ordinary Humidity

3. Measuring Condition
Item
Specification
3-1
Temperature
3-2
Humidity
3-3
Power supply

Conditions
25±3°C
65±20% RH
DC power supply or battery 3.0V

4. Electrical Initial Characteristics
Item
Specification
4-1
Rated speed: 12000±3000rpm
4-2
Rated current: 100mA Max
4-3
Starting current: 150mA Max
4-4
Starting voltage: 2.3V DC Max
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Conditions
At rated voltage
Motor is rotating at min starting
voltage

4-5

Terminal resistance: 50Ω±15%

5. Mechanical Characteristics
Item
Specification
5-1
Shaft pull strength
5-2
Bracket deflection strength
5-3
Mechanical noise

Conditions
9.8N or more
9.8N or more
50dB (A) Max At rated voltage
Back ground noise 28dB(A) Max

6. Reliability Characteristics
Item
6-1
Life test

6-2

6-4

Low temperature
exposure
High temperature
exposure
Humidity exposure

6-5

Vibration

6-6

Free fall

6-7

Heat stock test

6-3

At 25°C

Specification

Test cycle 50,000 cycles
Temperature: -30°C
Time: 168h
Temperature: +70°C
Time: 168h
Temperature: +50°C
Humidity: 95%RH
Exposure time: 120h
No condensation of moisture
Frequency: 10~55Hz
Acceleration: 22m/s2
Period: 10 Minutes log sweep
(10~55~10Hz)
Condition: This motion shall be applied
for a period of 10 minutes in each of 3
mutually perpendicular axes.
Set the motor to the approx. 100g
(include the motor) weight of block,
and drop the motor onto the concrete
floor.
Height: 1.5m
Direction: ±x, ±y, ±z
Number of times: Each 3 times
Shock: 29420m/s2 (equivalently
3000G)
Test cycle: 15 cycles
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APPENDIX H
Block Diagram

Device Pinout Configuration
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APPENDIX I
Experimental Phase II & III – Participants’ Informed Consent Document
INFORMED CONSENT DOCUMENT
TITLE:

Designing Computer Agents with Personalities
to Improve Human-Machine Collaboration in
Complex Systems.

AGREEMENT TO PARTICIPATE:

I have freely agreed to participate in this
research study and understand that participation
is voluntary.

PURPOSE OF STUDY:

The objective of this study is to determine how
human operator performance is affected in
collaboration with a computer agent having
personality in the command and control of
remotely operated vehicles such as uninhabited
combat aerial vehicles (UCAV).

TREATMENT(S)/PROCEDURE(S):

I will be comfortably seated in front of the
monitor with adequate lighting in the room,
much like an office environment. I will be given
breaks throughout the experiment at specified
time intervals. I will then be asked to take the
IPIP-NEO questionnaire to record my
personality type lasting approximately 30
minutes. During any given trial I will monitor 4
UCAVs traveling around specified paths
covering targets. I will have to identify the
targets, destroy the targets, and return back the
UCAVs to base safely. To perform this mission,
a computer agent having a personality will
collaborate with me through audio, visual and
tactile vest. After the trial, I will be shown on a
computer screen each of the facets of the Big
Five Factor model along with its description one
at a time in a random order. I will be asked to
rate each facet on a scale of 1 to 5 (1-Extremely
important, 5-not at all important) a total of 30
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facets lasting approximately 15 minutes. The
experiment will last approximately for 2 hours.
BENEFITS AND RISKS:

There are minimal risks involved. I may
experience fatigue, stress, or headaches from
using the computer interface, similar to what I
experience in typical word processing tasks. I
understand that with respect to the tactile vest,
the sensations emitted from page motors will be
very similar to that of an actual vibrating pager
or a cell phone. I also understand that the
voltage that will be used to power the motors is
very low and only 2 AA batteries will be used to
drive these motors. There are no direct benefits.

REMUNERATION:

I understand that I will not be paid for my
participation in this research study.

CONFIDENTIALITY:

I understand that no names or other such
personal identifiers will be used in this study.
Instead, I understand that the subject
identification number will be used to link the
data generated and the study will not report any
individual performances. Refusal to participate
will involve no penalty or loss of benefits to
which I am otherwise entitled and I may
discontinue participation at any time without
penalty or loss of benefits to which I am
entitled. At the end of the study, performance
data will be securely locked on the principal
investigators cs.wright.edu/gamma account,
which is password protected.

WHOM TO CONTACT:

I understand that if I have any questions about
this research study, I can contact one of the
principal
investigators
SASANKA
PRABHALA @ 775-5152 or JENNIE
GALLIMORE @ 775-5072. If I have general
questions about giving consent or my rights as a
research participant in this research study, I can
call the Wright State University Institutional
Review Board at 937-775-4462.

VOLUNTARY CONSENT:

My signature below means that I have freely
agreed to participate in this research study. I
have the right to stop participating in this study
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at any time. I have the right to see my data and
to withdraw from the study at any time. I can
receive information about the group results of
the study upon request. My e-mail address
below indicates my request for summary results
that will be sent to me after all data have been
collected and analyzed.
SIGNATURE/DATE LINES:
(Typed Name/Signature of Participant)
(Date)
(E-mail address of Participant, if results are
requested)
(Typed Name/Signature of
Principal Investigator)
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(Date)

APPENDIX J
Training Manual
Overview
You are about to participate in a simulation of a military mission known as the
Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses (SEAD). The objective of the SEAD mission is to
destroy, neutralize, or temporarily degrade air defenses in a specific area by physical
attack or electrical warfare. In order to do this you will collaborate with a computer agent
having a personality to remotely control 4 Uninhabited Combat Aerial Vehicles
(UCAVs) into enemy territory to locate, detect, identify and destroy enemy targets.
At any time you may ask the researcher any questions regarding the material in
this training manual, or any questions regarding the use of the interface. You will be
asked to take the computer version of the International Personality Item Pool
Representation of the NEO PI-RTMTM (IPIP-NEO) questionnaire to record your
personality. You will then have to read and remember the material in this manual. You
will then practice using the interface to become familiar with the UCAV control
interface, detect, identify, and destroy enemy targets, manipulate waypoints, monitor fuel,
airspeed, and altitude of individual UCAV, and monitor mission time, progress, and
tactile vest. After practice session you will be asked to perform three experimental trials
with atleast a 2 day gap between the trials.
Background
The mission consists of 4 UCAVs travelling from the base location along
individual predetermined flightpaths. The flightpaths were made up of waypoints
connected by lines as shown in Figure 15. Waypoints are destinations on the map panel.
Each UCAV moves from one waypoint to the next along the lines connecting the
waypoints. Waypoints can be used to set the UCAV’s airspeed, altitude as well as
heading. Airspeeds, altitudes, and flightpaths were all pre-programmed before the
mission began, but can be changed at any time during the mission.
As the UCAVs fly along their route, targets are detected via satellites, sensors on
the UCAVs or other sources. The targets are represented using MIL-STD 2525
symbology. All the targets were labelled with unique numbers. The red label above the
target location indicates the target priority as high and the black label above the target
location indicates the target priority as low. Targets may be of known type or unknown
type. Within unknown type, targets may be of suspect enemy type (does not mean it is an
enemy), suspect friend type (does not mean it is a friend), and pending type. In addition,
enemy and unknown targets (pop-up) randomly appear at random locations on the map
panel and the UCAV control station is updated by all these sources. You as an operator
will collaborate with a computer agent having a personality to adjust the UCAV routes as
targets appear on the map panel, identify unknown targets using sensors onboard each
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UCAV and destroy enemy targets using ammunitions onboard each UCAV. Successful
completion of the system goals and/or missions depends up on human-machine
collaborative ability to perform these tasks.
Onboard each UCAV there are two sensors used for viewing the targets remotely.
One is an Electro Optical (EO) sensor and the other is an Infrared (IR) sensor. Each
sensor can be used for looking at different types of unknown targets (EO: suspect enemy
or pending target types; IR: suspect friend target type). UCAVs must be within the range
of the target to view unknown targets with either sensor.
Each UCAV has 3 different types of ammunitions. The 3 different types include:
,
, and
. Symbols, rather than names were used to avoid subject biases and
alleviate memory burdens. Each type of ammunition was used for destroying different
type of target. UCAVs must be within the range of the target to identify and destroy the
target with any ammunition. At any time during the mission, a UCAV could lose airspeed
or altitude and fall below the proper range. It is your job to monitor and adjust each
UCAV’s airspeed and altitude to be sure it stays within the proper range.
The Interface
This is the interface you will be using to control the UCAVs in the simulated SEAD
mission:

Figure 15. Full view of the simulation interface.
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Using the Interface
The interface can be used to handle all aspects of mission operations. You, as the UCAV
operator can monitor and/or control the following items:
1. Mission time is monitored in the status panel. It is important that you use your time
wisely.
2. Selecting a UCAV is accomplished by clicking
the UCAV # button on the selection panel. To
indicate it is selected the UCAV # button on the
selection panel is highlighted in dark grey color.
3. UCAV heading is determined by the direction the nose of the aircraft is pointed.
4. Target positions are determined by viewing their relative location on the map panel.
Exact positions are not available with this interface.
5. UCAV positions are determined by viewing their relative location on the map panel.
Exact positions are not available with this interface.
6. Adding waypoints to the UCAVs path is accomplished by first clicking on the
UCAV (labeled as 1, 2, 3 and 4), double click on the waypoint (to which the UCAV
is traveling), and triple click on the map panel where you want the way point to be
added.
7. Target selection is achieved when the UCAV is in range of the target. To indicate it
is selected the target is surrounded by red box.
8. UCAV’s fuel level is monitored using the appropriate UCAV gauge panel. Fuel is
measured by % of full tank. In other words, you are guaranteed not to run out of gas
for the simulated mission time. The fuel gauge is updated every second. UCAV’s fuel
level is affected by the distance traveled (i.e. the farther distance the UCAV travels,
the more fuel it burns).
9. UCAV’s airspeed is monitored using the appropriate UCAV gauge panel. Proper
airspeed is any airspeed between 6.0 and 12.0 (6.0 is about 600 miles per hour). It is
important to make sure that the UCAV’s airspeed
do not fall below 3.0 (airspeed falls below proper
range randomly during the mission). When the
airspeed falls below 6.0, the gauge level is
indicated in red color. To increase the airspeed, Spd
button is clicked.
10. UCAV altitude is monitored using the appropriate
UCAV gauge panel. Proper altitude is any altitude
between 6.0 and 12.0 (6.0 is about 6000 feet). It is
important to make sure that the UCAV’s altitude do
not fall below 3.0 (altitude falls below proper range randomly during the mission).
When the altitude falls below 6.0, the gauge level is indicated in red color. To
increase the altitude, Alt button is clicked.
11. Unknown target identification is achieved when the target is in range of the UCAV.
Once in range, the identify panel will appear and displays a sensor image of a target to
be identified. The image will be blurred until the proper sensor is selected. EO and IR
selection buttons are found near the sensor image. If the target is of type suspect
enemy or pending, use EO sensor and if the target is of type suspect friend, then use
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the IR sensor. Once a clear image of the target is visible you must identify the type of
target by clicking either the enemy or the friend
button. Once the choice is made, a target can not
be re-identified a second time. Target types,
what their sensor images look like, and how to
respond to each of the different target types are
discussed in the next section. Once the target is
out of the range of the UCAV the identify panel
disappears.
12. Enemy target destruction is achieved when the
target is in range of the UCAV. Once in range,
the destroy panel will appear and displays a list
of munitions types to choose from. Correct
ammunition type should be selected to destroy
the target. Once the destroy button is pressed the
target is instantly destroyed. Target types and
how to respond to each of the different target
types are discussed in the next section. Once
the target is out of the range of the UCAV the
destroy panel disappears.
Note: the release button on the destroy panel is
used to cancel the destroy process for the
current target. This may be helpful to ignore
pursuing a target for any reason.
Symbols
You must learn how to destroy enemy targets, identify/destroy unknown targets (suspect
enemy, suspect friend, and pending), and UCAV icons that are used on the simulation
interface. Each type of target should be handled differently as described below.
Color: Enemy icons are colored red. Icons that are pending (a type of unknown) are
colored yellow. The other two types of unknown icons suspect enemy (colored red) and
suspect friend are colored blue. In addition, the red label above the target location
indicates the target priority as high and the black label above the target location indicates
the target priority as low.
Attack Method: In order to identify/destroy targets the UCAV must be in range of the
target. All known enemy targets can be destroyed using specific types of ammunition.
Unknown targets can be identified using EO and IR sensors and can be destroyed using
specific types of ammunitions as shown in Table 21.
Table 21: List of target icons and methods of approach. Note that the UCAV must be in
range of the target to attack a target or view a sensor image of a target.
Symbol

Description
Enemy, Long Range Missile
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Attack Method
Destroy with

Sensor Image

Enemy, Medium Range
Missile

Destroy with

Enemy, Short Range Missile

Destroy with

Friend, Long Range Missile

N/A

Friend,
Missile

Medium

Range N/A

Friend, Short Range Missile

N/A

Suspect Enemy (doesn’t
mean it is an enemy)
Suspect Friend (doesn’t mean
it is a friend)
Pending (unknown)

View sensor image
with EO
N/A
View sensor image
with IR
N/A
View sensor image N/A
with EO
N/A
N/A

UCAV

Mission Sub-Goals
The important mission sub-goals are listed below. Mission success is measured by how
well you follow these sub-goals. Based on the sub-goals a score will be tallied at the end
of each of the 16 minute mission. Important sub-goals include:
1. Identification of specific targets (100 points for targets correctly identified, -120 for
targets identified incorrectly, -100 for targets not identified at all at the end of the
mission)
Reason – without identification you may be destroying a friendly target
2. Destruction of specific targets (100 points for correctly destroying a high priority
target, -120 points for incorrectly destroying a high priority target, -100 points for not
destroying a high priority target, 80 points for correctly destroying a low priority target, 100 points for incorrectly destroying a low priority target, -80 points for not destroying a
low priority target)
Reason – main objective of the mission is to destroy enemy air defenses
3. Selecting proper sensor to identify different types of unknown targets (100 points
for selecting the right sensor to view unknown targets, -100 points for selecting the
wrong sensor to view unknown targets)
Reason – without proper sensor selection you may not be able to identify the
unknown targets correctly
4. Maintain proper altitude for each UCAV (-5 points for every unit not at proper
altitude range)
Reason – don’t want the UCAVs to fly out of control. In this simulation you do
not have to discover the cause of the altitude loss of the UCAVs, simply maintain proper
altitude for each of the UCAV
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5. Maintain proper airspeed for each UCAV (-5 points for every unit not at proper
airspeed range)
Reason – don’t want the UCAVs to fly out of control. In this simulation you do
not have to discover the cause of the airspeed loss of the UCAVs, simply maintain proper
airspeed for each of the UCAV
6. Do not allow any UCAV to return to base early (before 90 second mark), but
return before time is out (-200 points if returned to base early or late)
Reason – do not want to miss the opportunity to destroy targets that may appear
late in the mission. However, make sure that the UCAVs returns to the base before the
time runs out
Automation
During the trials several tasks are automated for you. They are:
• UCAVs will automatically follow the indicated flightpaths at the indicated airspeeds
and altitudes
• UCAVs airspeed and altitude are monitored and highlighted in red color when they
fall below proper range
• The fuel gauge displays the amount of fuel left at a particular instant of time
• Remaining mission time is tracked and shown continuously through out the SEAD
mission
• Sensors are automatically rotated and focuses when selected for viewing specific
targets
• The sensor images are 100% accurate
Tactile Vest Cues
The tactile vest consists of a total of 8 page motors that are strategically placed on the
participant’s torso (Figure 16). The page motors are positioned on the tactile vest in a
2X4 matrix fashion. The motors, in row 1 correspond to target indicators and in row 2
correspond to UCAVs airspeed and altitude gauge indicators. Similarly, motors in
column 1 correspond to UCAV#1, in column 2 correspond to UCAV#2, in column 3
correspond to UCAV#3, and finally in column 4 correspond to UCAV#4.
A lot of information regarding the SEAD mission was provided by the tactile vest for
successful mission completion. For example, if a sensor in row 1 and column 1 turns on,
it would give information such as UCAV#1 is in range of the target that needs
identification and/or destruction. If row 2 and column 3 turns on, it would give
information such as UCAV#3 airspeed and/or altitude are below the proper level and
needs human attention.
Practice Simulations
At this time you will be introduced to one practice 16-minute simulation. Don’t worry
about making mistakes during this simulation. It is important that you take time during
the practice simulation to try out all the features the interface provides.
After the practice simulation you will begin the three actual experimental simulations.
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Ask the researcher to load the practice simulation at this time.

Target
Indicators

Airspeed
and/or
Altitude
Indicators
UCAV # 1 UCAV # 2 UCAV # 3 UCAV # 4
Figure 16. Layout of sensors on tactile vest.
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APPENDIX K
Tactile Vest

Tactile Vest

Pager motors
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APPENDIX L
Balanced Latin Square for Experimental Phase II
Key:

1 = Computer agent personality A
2 = Computer agent personality B
3 = Computer agent with no personality
Participant
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Order of Presentation
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

2
3
1
3
1
2
2
3
1
3
1
2
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3
1
2
2
3
1
3
1
2
2
3
1

APPENDIX M

Frequency count (expressed in percentages) of ratings of CP1, CP2, CP3, ITM, ETM,
CAP-A, and CAP-B for each of the central trait
Big
Five
Factor Model

Rating Scale
1 (very
descriptive)

2 (descriptive)

3 (Neutral)

4 (Not very
descriptive)

5 (Not at all
descriptive)

Extraversion Central Trait
CP1

16.66

58.33

20.83

4.16

-

CP2

-

41.66

41.66

16.66

-

CP3

-

20.83

54.16

25

-

ITM

8.33

75

16.66

-

-

ETM

8.33

54.16

33.33

4.16

-

CAP-A

16.66

83.33

-

-

-

CAP-B

-

8.33

50

33.33

8.33

Agreeableness Central Trait
CP1

-

25

62.5

12.5

-

CP2

-

29.16

50

20.83

-

CP3

-

8.33

41.66

45.83

4.16

ITM

20.83

66.66

8.33

4.16

-

ETM

16.66

62.5

16.66

4.16

-

CAP-A

8.33

58.33

33.33

-

-

CAP-B

-

-

66.66

25

8.33

Conscientiousness Central Trait
CP1

-

25

58.33

16.66

-

CP2

-

33.33

54.16

12.5

-

CP3

8.33

50

37.5

4.16

-
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ITM

25

66.66

8.33

-

-

ETM

16.66

54.16

29.16

-

-

CAP-A

25

58.33

16.66

-

-

CAP-B

-

8.33

66.66

16.66

8.33

Neuroticism Central Trait
CP1

-

20.83

33.33

41.66

4.16

CP2

4.16

25

33.33

4.16

8.33

CP3

-

20.83

58.33

16.66

4.16

ITM

4.16

-

29.16

50

16.66

ETM

-

12.5

16.66

54.16

16.66

CAP-A

-

8.33

25

50

16.66

CAP-B

-

41.66

25

25

8.33

Intellect Central Trait
CP1

4.16

29.16

45.83

16.66

4.16

CP2

-

25

54.16

20.83

-

CP3

-

29.16

70.83

-

-

ITM

-

66.66

29.16

4.16

-

ETM

-

29.16

45.83

25

-

CAP-A

-

50

41.66

8.33

-

CAP-B

-

-

50

41.66

8.33
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